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Conventions 
 
In this thesis, particularly in Chapter 5, examples of sequences from Facebook wall-
to-wall conversations are presented. The diagrams below use an invented 
conversation to demonstrate how the presentation of these sequences in this thesis 
differs from how the conversations would actually appear on Facebook.  
Original sequence  
 
 
Presentation of the sequence  
Maria Elder 
Jack! So nice to hear from you, welcome to Facebook! see you soon xx Maria 
3rd October 2009 at 15:17 
 
Jack Darcey 
Hey there maria! thanks for the welcome msg! should be seeing you round uni 
sometime! :) 
3rd October 2009 at 15:45 
 
In this thesis, wall posts are presented in chronological order, whereas on Facebook 
the most recent wall post would appear first. The name of the writer of the post is in 
bold formatting, the body of the post is in normal style and the date and time of the 
post is presented in a smaller font size. Any vocatives used in the posts have been 
enlarged so as to highlight them.  
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The images of participants were removed and their personal names changed when the 
conversations were converted to Plain Text so as to protect their identity. This also 
necessitated changes to puns within personal name vocatives. Other personal 
identifying information such as phone numbers and email addresses have been 
removed. Otherwise, the wall posts have not been altered in any way. The CD ROM 
which accompanies this thesis contains a Plain Text version of the two corpora used 
in this study. This may be used in order to consult the conversations in their entirety. 
However, please note that the wall posts of the conversations on the CD are in the 
order in which they appeared on Facebook, with the most recent post at the very 
beginning of the conversation. 
 
In the Plain Text files, named UNIL_corpus.txt and USYD_corpus.txt, each new 
conversation begins with a series of dashes followed by the title of the conversation, 
as follows:  
---- 
Wall-to-wall between Maria Elder and Jack Darcey 
 
Once again, each wall post is presented with each of three elements of a wall post 
appearing on its own line – the writer’s name, the body of the post and the date and 
time it was posted: 
  
Jack Darcy  
Hey there maria! thanks for the welcome msg! should be seeing you 
round uni sometime! :) 
3rd October 2009 at 15:45 
 
To search for specific wall posts which appear in this thesis, it will suffice to enter the 
exact date and time of the post into a Find dialogue box when the corpus files are 
opened in a program such as Notepad or Text Wrangler. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 
Facebook1 is a social network site developed in 2004 by Mark Zuckerberg. The site 
was originally limited to American college students, but was made available to the 
general public in 2006. The Facebook wall-to-wall conversation, a feature of this 
website, is a new type of computer-mediated communication. Facebook ‘Friends’ 
write on each other’s ‘profile walls’ in turn, and in doing so they augment the 
interpersonal connection between them that originated offline. The wall-to-wall 
conversation is exclusive to two Facebook users as active participants, but visible to a 
special public of their mutual Facebook Friends.  
 
In these conversations, Facebook users employ vocatives in order to further reaffirm 
and enhance their relationships in expressing how they feel about and relate to their 
Facebook Friends. This study considers the type, semantic form, sentence position, 
orthography and pragmatic function of vocatives in two corpora of Facebook wall-to-
wall conversations engaged in by students from the University of Sydney, Australia 
and from the University of Lausanne, Switzerland.  
1.2 Well Connected 
Facebook is a multi-modal social network site reflecting networks of friends and 
communities which pre-exist in the physical world. Users create a personal profile, an 
online representation of themselves, and list ties with other users by adding them as 
Friends to their personal network. Users may then browse the profiles of their 
Friends, as well as communicate with them in many different ways, one of which is 
the Facebook wall-to-wall (Figure 1.1).  
                                                
1 www.facebook.com  
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New media and technologies such as Facebook have enhanced the possibilities of 
interpersonal communication, revolutionising the way in which we conceive 
interaction with others. We are so well connected that our relationships now take 
place over many different modes of communication. For example, Facebook alone 
incorporates text-, image- and video-based modes, which can occur in public, in 
private, in real-time or with a delay between messages. Elsewhere in the realm of 
computer-mediated communication, email, SMS, instant messaging and video 
telephony are available as means of contacting others. Finally, we may also chat on 
the telephone, write letters or meet up in the physical world to talk face-to-face. 
Conversation and interaction are essential to the upkeep of friendship ties in any 
mode or medium of communication. 
 
The Facebook wall-to-wall conversation is unlikely to be the only way in which two 
individuals interact, but it is a unique one. Choosing to converse in this way is a 
salient expression and enactment of friendship for several reasons. Firstly, text is 
more permanent than spontaneous spoken discourse, meaning that interlocutors can 
read back over their conversations. The development of a long conversation over time 
can be a testament to the strength of a friendship. In addition, the wall-to-wall 
conversation is performed to a special public of overhearers (or overviewers), the 
mutual Facebook Friends of the interlocutors. The conversation, and, by extension, 
Figure 1.1 A Wall-to-Wall conversation 
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the Friendship are subsequently broadcast to this public. Facebook users act jointly to 
enhance their Friendship via a wall-to-wall conversation.  
1.3 A Linguistic Perspective 
boyd2 (2008) drawing from Sundén (2003) has noted that individuals may write 
themselves, their communities and their friendships into being on social network 
sites. That is, they write themselves into being by providing information about 
themselves in the form of personal profiles; they write their communities into being 
by setting up groups with which to connect with like-minded people; and they write 
their friendships into being by displaying contact lists and through continual 
interaction with their friends online. Since communication is key to the upkeep of 
friendship ties, a linguistic perspective has the potential to expand on the idea of 
writing friendship into being through a consideration of the ‘writing’ itself. 
 
In order to understand how Friendships are typed into being through Facebook wall-
to-wall conversations, I will consider a linguistic device which reveals something 
about the relationship between speaker and addressee. Vocatives are speech acts 
which, as a form of direct address, show how a speaker feels about and relates to an 
addressee. A combined vocative framework which considers the type, semantic form, 
sentence position and pragmatic function of vocatives can effectively illuminate how 
vocatives are used in interaction for the establishment, maintenance and enhancement 
of interlocutor relationships. For example, in 1.1 Philip has used two endearing 
vocatives, lovely lady and dearie, in order to express his positive attitudes towards his 
interlocutor, Manuela. 
Example 1.1 
 
This example highlights the importance of considering vocatives within the context of 
the wall post and the wall-to-wall conversation in which they appear. This wall post 
serves the function of informing Manuela that Philip is still thinking of her, and the 
vocatives used by Philip are geared towards making her feel good. Politeness theory 
                                                
2 The preference for this author is that her name is spelt entirely in lower case. 
Philip J. Reimer 
hello lovely lady. just to let you know that i'm still thinking of you dearie. 
15 May 2008 at 23:45 
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provides a way of understanding how speakers ensure that their addressees ‘feel 
good’. It is thus a key framework with which to examine how the maintenance and 
enhancement of Friendships are taking place, as well as how vocatives fit into the 
goal of maintaining social harmony in a Facebook Friendship.  
1.4 Languages in Computer-Mediated Communication 
The majority of corpus-based studies in computer-mediated communication are based 
on English, either American or British varieties. Danet and Herring (2007) have 
edited a special edition of the Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication 
exploring the multilingual reality of the Internet. However, this is just the first step 
towards the recognition and documentation of languages other than English online. 
 
Some studies have considered the electronic representation of French in emails, fora, 
chat groups, newspaper comments, SMS, Instant Messaging and Second Life (Anis 
2001; Anis 2007; Lewis 2005; Marcoccia; Pirogowska 2006). The only work 
mentioning Swiss French in an online context discusses the extensive use of English 
by Swiss medical students when communicating via a national e-list (Durham 2007).  
 
The present study documents instances of both Australian English and Swiss French 
in an online context, two language dialects which have not yet been studied to a 
significant extent within the field of computer-mediated communication. This cross-
cultural perspective will provide an important insight into the nature of the Facebook 
wall-to-wall conversation, as well as into the use of vocatives within these 
conversations.3  
1.5 Research 
I have chosen to collect a sample of Facebook wall-to-wall conversations engaged in 
by student users of Facebook from two different cultural and linguistic backgrounds. 
The USYD corpus represents conversations in Australian English from students at the 
University of Sydney, Australia, while the UNIL corpus represents conversations in 
Swiss French from students at the University of Lausanne, Switzerland. Both corpora 
include some code switching, although there is slightly more code switching among 
the students at the University of Lausanne. The corpora provide a snapshot of the 
                                                
3 N.B. English translations of the French vocatives are available in Appendix C.   
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linguistic behaviours on Facebook of university students from two different cultural 
and geographical backgrounds.  
1.6 Outline 
I will begin Chapter 2, Foundations and Literature Review, by conceptualising 
interaction, following Clark’s (1996) notion of a joint action between speaker and 
hearer. I will next examine the fields of computer-mediated communication, 
Politeness theory and vocatives in turn. A well-founded understanding of each of 
these elements is crucial to the eventual quantitative and qualitative analyses of the 
Facebook wall-to-wall corpora I have collected.  
 
The methodology I have chosen in designing and coding the corpus of Facebook 
wall-to-walls will then be discussed in Chapter 3, Methodology. Vocatives have been 
marked according to their type and semantic form, drawing from Poynton (1984; 
1990) and from Leech (1999), and according to their sentence position, following 
Lambrecht (1996). The results of the quantitative analysis – the distribution of the 
type, form and position of vocatives in the two corpora – will be presented in Chapter 
4, Quantitative Analysis. Finally, trends uncovered in the quantitative analysis will be 
examined in further detail in Chapter 5, Qualitative Analysis, in which the vocatives 
are considered in the context in which they appear through the lens of Politeness 
theory.  
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2. FOUNDATIONS AND LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter will review the literature pertaining to the fields of computer-mediated 
communication, Politeness theory and vocatives. I will begin by conceptualising 
interaction. Following this, the field of computer-mediated communication will be 
examined, in which I discuss its modes, constraints and its role as a fourth medium of 
communication, to be distinguished from speech, writing and signing. Next, social 
network sites and Facebook will be discussed, and the Facebook wall-to-wall will be 
proposed to be a ninth mode of computer-mediated communication, distinct from the 
eight put forward by Crystal (2006). This will be discussed in greater detail in section 
2.3.5. A study of the field of Politeness theory will then be undertaken, proposing a 
combined Politeness model which takes into account the work by Brown and 
Levinson (1987), Kerbrat-Orecchioni (1992; 2002; 2006) and Culpeper (1996; 2003). 
Finally, vocatives as a form of address are considered, with reference to their 
potential types, forms, positions in the clause and functions.  
2.2 Conceptualising Interaction 
Any interaction necessarily involves at least two participants, who act in turn as 
speaker and hearer. They must cooperate for the interaction to be successful. 
Language use is part of their interaction, and it is in effect a ‘joint action’ (Clark 
1996) in which speaker and addressee “…take actions with respect to each other [and] 
they coordinate these actions with each other” (1996: 11). Both participants are 
equally responsible for creating and interpreting meaning in the roles of speaker and 
hearer respectively.  
  
Interaction is an everyday occurrence in which language is used to communicate 
wants, needs and desires as well as express opinions, beliefs and judgments. 
Expressing these elements in interaction carries the risk of potential conflict, as well 
as the opportunity for potential concord. The preservation of social harmony by 
defusing this risk or promoting contentment is thus an important goal for participants 
in an interaction. Their cooperation is required for the protection and promotion of 
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equity (benefits versus costs) and face (notions of self-worth and autonomy) in an 
interaction, as Clark highlights (1996: 293). Conversational participants perform and 
interpret linguistic and para-linguistic acts geared towards this. The goal of preserving 
social harmony, and the kinds of acts that speakers and hearers undertake in pursuit of 
this goal are known as ‘Linguistic Politeness’.  
 
No speech act is inherently (im)polite. Rather it is speakers who are (im)polite, not 
particular languages or utterances, as Fraser (1990) asserts. Contextual factors and 
social variables, such as the relationship between the interlocutors, the setting of their 
interaction, their age, gender and social class, all contribute to the production and 
interpretation of Linguistic Politeness in a given situation.  
 
Computer-mediated communication provides new contexts in which human 
interaction takes place, one of which is the Facebook wall-to-wall conversation. The 
next section will discuss these elements in detail.  
2.3 Computer-Mediated Communication 
2.3.1 Introduction to Computer-Mediated Communication 
Communication technologies such as the Internet and its associated New Media allow 
new ways of interpersonal interaction. Such technologies expand human social reach 
(Horrigan et al. 2006), relocating our interactions to a virtual context where the 
computer keyboard is the primary means of language production, and the computer 
screen the primary means of language reception.  
 
Computer-mediated communication is “communication that takes place between 
human beings via the instrumentality of computers” (Herring 1996: 2). The chosen 
technological device for communication, be it a personal computer, laptop or mobile 
phone, mediates our interactions. Software can be purchased, downloaded or accessed 
via the Web and allows for the production of a message; and a system of Internet 
servers and wireless networks allows for the transmission and reception of messages 
and information from one device to another. Yet this means of communicating does 
not necessarily replace or render obsolete existing mediums, such as face-to-face 
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spoken conversation. Computer-mediated communication simply extends the 
interactional and communicative possibilities available to us. As Wellman and Gulia 
assert, “The Net is only one of many ways in which the same people may interact. It 
is not a separate reality” (in Bakardjieva 2007: 238). 
2.3.2 Modes of Computer-Mediated Communication 
As Internet technologies have evolved, new types of communicative possibilities have 
emerged. Crystal (2006) suggests that situations on the Internet may be classified into 
eight separate modes of computer-mediated communication. They include email, 
asynchronous chat groups, synchronous chat groups, virtual worlds, the World-Wide 
Web, blogging, instant messaging and video telephony. Modes such as video 
telephony (Skype) and blogging have only recently increased in availability and 
popularity. By extension, there is the potential for new modes to develop in the future.  
 
Each of the modes has a differing combination of temporal and access constraints, a 
distinct purpose or activity and, by extension, “a linguistic character sufficiently 
distinctive as to require separate treatment” (Crystal 2006: 238). Examples from each 
of the modes are placed on a topography of computer-mediated communication in 
Figure 2.1 according to their degree of temporality and the extent to which they are 
private or public.  
Figure 2.1 Topography of computer-mediated communication 
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2.3.3 Constraints of Computer-Mediated Communication 
The technological constraints which characterise computer-mediated communication 
can have a significant effect upon the nature of the language produced. The continued 
prominence of the keyboard means that typed language features significantly in all 
modes of computer-mediated communication. Wilbur  points out that “Internet 
culture […] is still largely a text-based affair” (1996: 6). Donath et al concur, 
declaring that “Most on-line conversation is text” (2006: 1). While video and photo 
media have become more widely used on the Internet in recent years, even Skype 
incorporates an instant-messaging function, while videos and photos published on the 
Internet frequently incorporate a title, caption or commentary. Crucially, these are all 
instances of typed text.  
 
With text as a primary means of conveying information and communicating, along 
with the exclusive reliance upon electronic technology to produce and relay 
communication (Becker & Stamp 2005), it is no wonder that miscommunication is a 
common issue in computer-mediated communication. As in all written genres, the 
lack of physical proximity means that facial expressions, gestures, tone of voice and 
supporting conversational utterances cannot be performed at the same time as the 
message being sent is produced. These limitations have been discussed extensively in 
the literature (Donath et al. 2006), (Park 2008), (Graham 2007), (Tanskanen & 
Karhukorpi 2008), (Keating et al. 2008).  
 
Internet users have adopted innovative ways of overcoming such problems by 
appropriating the text itself, moving beyond conventional ways of writing. It seems 
that the Internet has allowed a systematic carry over of expressive orthography which 
previously existed in certain genres of written correspondence. These include drawn 
love hearts or smiley faces and acronyms such as FYEO (For your eyes only) found in 
personal letters and notes. In Internet situations, multiple punctuation marks, eccentric 
spelling, capital letters and asterisks can mark emphasis or enthusiasm (Danet 2001), 
(Crystal 2006), while laughter and discourse markers can be typed and reinforced 
with emoticons and smileys to display mood (Danet 2001) (Marcoccia) (Anis 2001). 
For example, in 2.1 from the UNIL corpus, Fiona uses eccentric spelling (ZEEEEEEE 
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for je), capital letters and holding down the key to express enthusiasm with 
ZEEEEEEEE t'aiMMMMMMMMMMMMMe Maxiiiiiiiiiiiiime, typed laughter hihihi 
as well as smileys :-). These elements somewhat make up for the fact that she is not 
physically proximate with her interlocutor, allowing her to express para-linguistic 
elements such as tone and emotion.  
Example 2.1 
 
Proximity itself has been re-defined with the advent of computer-mediated 
communication. Users from opposite ends of the world can meet in the same chat 
room, collaborate on projects via email or work together in the same campaign in a 
virtual world. Even when interlocutors are physically close by as neighbours or 
housemates an interaction via computer-mediated communication can be far more 
convenient or desirable than sending a letter or even than speaking in person. 
Essentially, the sharing of space is still possible, but that space is virtual, not physical. 
Aspects of the mental space occupied in spoken interaction are still present. Shared 
experiences, memories, norms and assumptions about communication do not 
necessarily disappear when interaction is relocated to a virtual context.  
 
Just as the spatial is affected and enhanced by technological constraints, so too is 
temporality. Computer-mediated communication can be either synchronous, 
occurring in real-time with users simultaneously online and logged-in, or 
asynchronous, where there is a delay between the sending of a message, its reception 
and the ultimate response. Thus the medium has a much slower conversational 
rhythm than spoken interaction, and “simultaneous feedback” is disallowed (Crystal 
2006: 32). Even instant replies usually lag several seconds, disallowing the turn 
overlaps and interruptions that occur in spoken interactions where participants are 
physically co-present. The addressee receives the entire communication at once, as 
each message appears as a whole unit and may not be edited once sent. Consequently, 
the idea of holding the floor, which is an important part of face-to-face conversation, 
is substantially modified.  
Fiona Dohner 
"Baptiste, Baptiste... quoi marc? un bisou? non j'vais vomir... j'veux baptiste... " ça te 
rappelle rien? :-) "ZEEEEEEEE t'aiMMMMMMMMMMMMMe Maxiiiiiiiiiiiiime".... hihihi... :-) A 
mardi,bisous 
09 March 2008 at 22:19 
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Just as Internet users have invented means of communicating pragmatic information 
via type, overcoming temporal constraints through this medium is equally possible, to 
an extent. Users can abandon conventions of written language when the need for 
speed overrides all other considerations. The language of computer-mediated 
communication exhibits an abundance of lower case (Danet 2001), as well as a 
frequent substitution of letters, an omission of accents in French, abbreviations and 
the suppression of vowels (Anis 2007). In Example 2.2, Renée expresses c’était with 
the letters ct, était with étai, faut with fau and trop with tro, thereby reducing the 
length of these words. She also exhibits elements of phonological spelling, preferring 
to write ça with sa, and qu’on and que with kon and ke respectively. Moreover, the 
entire message is in lower case. These elements demonstrate some of the shortcuts 
made in the haste to communicate her message. The fact that she has not omitted the 
accents on vowels such as é is probably due to the fact that the Swiss keyboard has 
separate keys for e, é and è. 
Example 2.2 
Users of the medium of computer-mediated communication, rather than being 
restricted by technology, are in fact innovative in solving the problems associated 
with communicating through typing. Baym (1998), in a study concerning the 
development of online social relations and community in a newsgroup (e-list), has 
noted that people “creatively explore the system’s features so as to play within new 
forms of expressive communication, to explore possible public identities, to create 
otherwise unlikely relationships, and to create behavioural norms” (Baym 1998: 51). 
This creativity and playfulness are equally seen in the corpora of Facebook wall-to-
wall conversations which form the basis of the linguistic analysis of this thesis.  
2.3.4 A New Medium 
Despite the fact that computer-mediated communication is principally conducted 
through typing, the nature of the language produced is not exclusively similar to 
written genres. It is frequently noted that the language of computer-mediated 
Renée Roux 
hey ct cool hier soir, merci!! fau kon s'refasse sa, en tout cas jul étai tro tro content!!! pis 
en fait, on est rentré pas longtemp après vous! en tout cas, j'espère ke t'a aussi passé une 
bonne soirée et ke t'a bien récupéré! bizou schtroumpfette! 
March 21 2008 at 11:05 
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communication appears to be a hybrid of oral and written styles (Yates 1996), 
(Marcoccia), (Crystal 2006) and (Lewis 2005). For example, in 2.3 Édith uses 
expressive orthography so as to imitate how she would use tone in spoken language to 
put emphasis on Cass (CAAAAASSSSSSSSS!!!) as well as to indicate how she would 
pronounce Lausanne (lowwwwzanne).  
Example 2.3 
 
Further, Tim’s comment As we (I) speak (type) in Example 2.4 highlights how users 
are aware of the intermediary nature of interacting via computer-mediated 
communication. 
Example 2.4  
Tim P. Davidson  
Mr Walker!  As we (I) speak (type) I am listening to 'thick as a brick' by Jethro Tull. I 
remember you lent it to me once. Ah, I am loving to flute solos! 
05 July 2007 at 18:17 
 
Crystal explains that the hybrid nature of computer-mediated communication is due to 
a reliance on aspects of both spoken and written media (ibid.: 31), while Marcoccia 
suggests that digital communication technologies “permett[ent] de ‘faire du face à 
face’ avec de l’écrit”4. Anis, appropriating and combining Vachek’s conceptions 
(1973) of oral and written communication, creates a hybrid model of computer-
mediated language, describing it as scripto-conversationnelle (Anis 2001: 20). Danet 
has suggested a continuum of computer-mediated communication, whereby the most 
speech-like modes may be placed at one end and the most written-like modes at the 
other (2001: 16).  
 
In a comparative corpus-based study, Collot and Belmore (1996) contrasted a corpus 
of Bulletin Board System messages with corpora used in Biber’s (1988) study, 
including the London Lund corpus of spoken English, the Lancaster-Oslo-Bergen 
corpus of written English and a collection of personal and professional letters. Taking 
into account linguistic features such as past tense, time adverbials, first person 
pronouns, third person pronouns, agentless passives, present participial clauses, and 
                                                
4 (…) allow face-to-face communication in writing 
Édith Neville 
CAAAAASSSSSSSSS!!! C'est quoi les nouvelles de lowwwwzanne? Beks 
April 28 at 4:52am 
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prepositions they found that the language of this asynchronous mode of computer-
mediated communication is most similar to the genres of public spoken interviews 
and letters, both personal and professional. In another corpus-based analysis 
considering computer conferencing, Yates (1996) notes that the lexical density of 
computer-mediated communication places it on a par with written discourse, while 
the abundance of personal pronouns and the use of modal verbs exhibit similarities 
with spoken language. The findings of Collot and Belmore and Yates have 
demonstrated how communication taking place via computers blurs the distinction 
between speech and writing.  
 
Consequently, Collot and Belmore suggest that the presence of mediating 
technologies has yielded a new variety, which they term Electronic Language (Collot 
& Belmore 1996). Similarly, Crystal (2006) has attempted to conceptualise the 
language of computer-mediated communication with the coinage Netspeak. This term 
suggests that language produced via computers is “something completely new […] 
neither ‘spoken writing’ nor ‘written speech’ […] It is, in short, a fourth medium.” 
(2006: 272) This classification of the language of computer-mediated communication 
places it on a par with the media of speech, writing and signing.  
 
The problem with terms such as Netspeak and Electronic Language is that they 
confuse the language produced in computer-mediated communication with the fact 
that interaction and communication are being conducted with the aid of computer-
technology and through typing. Certainly, it has been attested that language exhibits 
new features in these mediated environments. Yet all modes of computer-mediated 
communication need not necessarily display features such as smileys and  
abbreviations. Indeed they would seem quite out of place on an official website 
produced by the Australian Government, for example. It is vital to make a distinction 
between the medium itself – computer-mediated communication – and the extent to 
which the written language is affected, changed or appropriated as a result of the 
presence of mediating technologies.  
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Situations on the Internet vary considerably. Individuals can undertake any number of 
digital interactions within their everyday routine, which may include (but are not 
limited to) sending professional emails, role-playing in virtual worlds, publishing a 
blog post, updating their Facebook profile and chatting with a friend on the other side 
of the world in another language. Each of these situations involves interacting with 
different people, be they work colleagues, strangers or friends. Equally, they serve 
different purposes – getting a job done, relaxing in one’s free time or catching up with 
friends. Technological constraints, while they define computer-mediated 
communication, are not the sole constraints which shape the language output in the 
different modes of digital interaction. Economic, communicative, psychological and 
linguistic constraints have just as much a role to play in electronic discourse as in 
spoken or written discourse (Anis 2007). The identities (real or invented) of the 
interlocutors, their relationship with each other and the purpose of the interaction play 
an equally important part in the nature of the language produced.  
 
Yet interestingly, since individuals do undertake different kinds of computer-
mediated linguistic tasks, it is likely that a degree of overlap in digital style may occur 
when switching between these Internet situations. This may account for instances of 
SMS- or chat-like shortenings in emails and the cross-modal applicability of smileys 
– and by extension the proposal that something like Netspeak exists. The fact that the 
majority of digital interaction is undertaken in typed text, supplemented with other 
visual modes like images and video or meta-textual elements like hyperlinks, as well 
as the requirement of the instrumentality of computers and communication 
technologies for the interaction to take place, suggests that computer-mediated 
communication is in fact something quite different from speech, writing and signing. 
Thus I adopt Crystal’s notion (2006) that computer-mediated communication is a 
medium in its own right. 
2.3.5 Social Networking in Computer-Mediated Communication 
2.3.5.1 Social Network Sites and Facebook 
Recently, websites centred on the purpose of social networking and social networks 
have risen in popularity. Facebook, one such example, has over 300 million active 
users as of September 2009 (Zuckerberg 2009). Facebook transports and extends 
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connections, networks and communities that pre-exist in the physical world to a 
virtual context. Users create a personal profile, a way of self-representing online 
which boyd conceptualises as “a form of digital body where individuals must write 
themselves into being.” (boyd 2008: 124) On the profile page, information about a 
user is published including full name, interests, contact details, birthday and visual 
media such as photos and videos of the user. Users then list ties with other users, 
usually those with whom they already have an offline connection, by adding them as 
Friends to their personal network. Users may browse the profiles of their Friends, as 
well as communicate with them in many different ways including Status Updates, 
Messages, Facebook Chat, Comments and the Wall-to-Wall conversation.  
 
The elements of Facebook such as the profile, the Friends, and the act of browsing 
are accounted for in boyd and Ellison’s definition of social network sites. These are 
web-based services that allow individuals to 
(1) construct a public or semi-public profile within a bounded system,  
(2) articulate a list of other users with whom they share a connection and  
(3) view and traverse their list of connections and those made by others in the system. 
 (boyd & Ellison 2007)  
This definition, however, lacks one vital element. Communication forms a substantial 
part of the activities that take place on social network sites such as Facebook. 
Moreover, communicating with other users is another part of the process of writing 
friendships into being. These sites allow not only the listing of people with whom one 
has a connection, but permit and encourage communication between people who are 
connected. A fourth point should thus be affixed to boyd and Ellison’s definition: 
 (4) communicate with other users.  
2.3.5.2 Communicating on Facebook by ‘writing’ or ‘typing’ 
Facebook unites multiple modes of communication within its system infrastructure. 
Facebook Message, for example, is essentially equivalent to an email, although the 
number of recipients can be more limited than email and the interface lacks the 
organisational tools common to most email providers such as Folders. Facebook Chat 
and Facebook Notes are instant messaging and blogging respectively, and certain 
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applications and games such as Small Worlds5 and Lexulous6 created by developers 
under the Facebook Application Platform provide situations akin to virtual worlds. 
Photo Albums, Videos, Groups, Pages, Marketplace and other applications can be 
classified as aspects of the World Wide Web, with all these elements providing fora 
for commentary and information-sharing similar to those of asynchronous chat 
groups.  
 
Communication on Facebook can be targeted, broadcast or be a hybrid of the two. For 
example, a status update allows users to communicate what they are doing or how 
they are feeling, and when publicly broadcast, it is visible to all of the user’s Friends 
on the site. Conversely, a Facebook Message is decidedly targeted to one or more 
individuals, but not everybody. When one Facebook user types a wall post message to 
another, publishing it on that user’s profile wall, the message is simultaneously 
targeted, in its direct addressing of that user, and broadcast as well, because profiles 
are visible to Friends, meaning that other users can view the message since it is 
published in a public space.  
Figure 2.2 Broadcast and targeted Facebook communication 
 
                                                
5 Available at http://www.facebook.com/apps/application.php?id=59000668608&ref=search&sid=219001728.3907559124..1 
6 Available at http://www.facebook.com/apps/application.php?id=3052170175&b&ref=pd   
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The potential to simultaneously broadcast and target communication means that 
drawing the line between privacy and publicity is difficult in the context of social 
network sites like Facebook. Such sites are defined by their publicness, according to 
boyd. “Friends are publicly articulated, profiles are publicly viewed, and comments 
are publicly visible.” (boyd 2008: 124) Furthermore, within these networked publics, 
as boyd calls them, conversation and published information is simultaneously 
persistent (each act is recorded and stored) and transient (profile pictures and statuses 
may be updated on a regular basis). In addition, we can search for the digital presence 
of others; replicate verbatim what they type and publish; and be watched over by 
invisible audiences (boyd 2008).  
 
While much activity and conversation is broadcast on Facebook, it is not just anybody 
who is accessing this information. Users articulate a Friends list and can personally 
tailor their privacy settings, often activating a ‘Friends-Only’ setting. This means that 
only users whom the individual has beFriended may have access to their personal 
broadcast. Yet while this broadcast can be made private, in that it is possible to limit 
who may view it, that does not disclude it from being simultaneously public. This 
special public, an audience of mutual Friends, comprises overhearers who are privy to 
an individual’s personal broadcast on the site. Thus Facebook may be described as 
semi-public, with audiences not so ‘invisible’ after all, since users have a degree of 
control over who makes up this audience. 
 
The awareness of a potential audience can be conducive to performative behaviour on 
social network sites such as Facebook. In an interview with Cassidy, Duncan Watts, a 
sociologist at Columbia University says of social network sites: “If I had to guess 
why sites like Facebook are so popular, I would say it doesn’t have anything to do 
with networking at all. It’s voyeurism and exhibitionism. People like to express 
themselves, and they are curious about other people” (Cassidy 2006: 55). A culture of 
revelation is encouraged, engendering narcissistic practices as individuals publish 
their personal broadcasts. These broadcasts appear simultaneously on their personal 
profile page and in the ‘News Feed’, a compilation of all recent activity and updates 
by that individual and all their Facebook Friends, available for viewing on the Home 
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page. Thus individuals not only put themselves on display, but they also observe the 
displays of those in their Friendship network.  
2.3.5.3 The Facebook Wall-to-Wall Conversation: A Ninth Mode of Computer-
Mediated Communication 
Facebook provides a new mode of computer-mediated communication – the wall-to-
wall conversation. This is, essentially, a “conversational profile of each relationship” 
(Donath 2007: 238). The Wall, part of a user’s Facebook profile, is a place where the 
user’s recent activity, status updates and photos are published. In addition, the user’s 
Friends may post messages for this person there.  
 
When two users conduct an exchange of wall posts they are having a wall-to-wall 
conversation between their profile pages. The entire wall-to-wall conversational 
history between two Facebook users is stored on one web page. The wall posts are 
organised by date, the most recent post appearing at the top. Facebook automatically 
generates the photo and signature of each user alongside each of their posts, 
artificially simulating the co-presence typical of spoken conversation. Wall posts are 
limited to 1000 characters in plain text, a restriction which can sometimes frustrate 
users. In Example 2.5, Tanya explains at the end of this long post that she is Out of 
room, saying Stupid facebook in a second post three minutes later.  
Example 2.5 
Tanya Doolie  
No not really im finding out today when the car will be ready. Im going to see if I can get a 
lift down to Gundagai off someone if it isnt fixed, because little blue is also dead and I cant 
take Dad's car as it is a V8. I had a miniature freak out this morning at around 6am about 
my honours topic (I had a dream my topic had already been done). It did not however 
prevent me from sleeping for long what with it being 6am and all. Other than that I haven't 
been up to much, Im about to make a cake for my Mum's birthday. Hopefully it will trump 
the ice cream cake my brothers requested from IGA for their birthday. I dont think i've ever 
tasted anything so foul. They loved it of course. So yeah I'll let you know this avo how im 
getting down. Whats been happening with you? How did you recover after Friday? Are you 
back in Mulbring? Oh and if Teen Wolf just a festive theme or is it an actual dress up thing 
because I dont think there will be much to choose from in the way of costumes. Out of 
room 
11 February 2009 at 10:53 
 
Tanya Doolie  
Stupid facebook, anyway hope you're not as bored as me.  See you later! 
11 February 2009 at 10:56  
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The idea of conducting a public conversation between social network profiles is not 
unique to Facebook. On the social network site Friendster, users write testimonials, 
publishing these character testaments on the profile walls of their Friendster contacts 
for strangers to read. “Over time, reciprocity motivated people to write creative 
testimonials back and forth, creating a form of conversation.” (boyd 2008: 124) 
Similarly, MySpace users can publish Comments and Twitter users can direct tweets 
to other users with the @ function just as Facebook users write on Walls. However, 
only on Facebook is the entire conversation stored in its entirety on a separate 
webpage. 
 
The wall-to-wall conversation is a purely dual dialogue, meaning it is exclusive to the 
two participants involved. In this respect it is similar to a letter book, a book shared 
between two best friends, each taking turns to write in it. Like a letter book, the wall-
to-wall compiles all the messages together in the one place, and as a whole is 
something of a co-authored text, with both individuals feeling a sense of ownership 
over the conversation. Individuals may read back over their conversation, as shown in 
this example from the USYD corpus:   
Example 2.6 
Codie Patrick 
i've been readin our wall history, and realised i've left you the wall message of "i want you" 
and nothing else at least twice now. so, in continuing with that trend:  i want you. 
24 September 2007 at 12:13 
 
The average Facebook user has around 120 Friends (Economist 2009). Keeping in 
regular contact with this many (or more) people is difficult, which is perhaps why 
features broadcast to the News Feed such as status updates and photo albums are so 
useful, since Friends can passively view them and be under no obligation to reply or 
comment yet still be kept in the loop. When individuals target communication to a 
certain user and simultaneously broadcast the fact that an interaction is taking place to 
others, as in a Facebook wall-to-wall conversation, these users are typing their 
Friendship into being. This way of communicating allows users to distinguish 
between the many connections they have on Facebook by singling out certain others 
as being worthy of direct, targeted communication. The notion of an ongoing public 
conversation “signal[s] the strength and context of a relationship with greater nuance. 
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Returning to a friend’s page, day after day, to say hello is a way of engaging in ‘social 
grooming’” (Donath 2007: 238). 
 
I suggest that the Facebook wall-to-wall conversation is a ninth mode of computer-
mediated communication, to be added to the eight put forward by Crystal (2006). 
Nowhere else on the Internet is found a purely dual dialogue, exclusive to two people 
but available for viewing by many more, their mutual friends. These semi-public, 
semi-synchronous conversations are quite unlike any of the other modes of computer-
mediated communication. It is important to note that this way of communicating 
existed in the form described in this thesis for a period of approximately four years, 
but changes to certain aspects of Facebook in 2009 meant that it is now considerably 
different. In April 2009, the option for mutual friends to Comment on wall posts was 
made available. This meant that the special audience of mutual friends, who 
previously had no way of taking part in the wall-to-wall, were conversationally 
enfranchised as a result of this development. This study considers the Facebook wall-
to-wall before Commenting by secondary participants was possible. 
 
In Chapter 4 I examine features of wall-to-wall conversations which are attested 
cross-culturally and provide preliminary evidence for the unique linguistic character 
of this way of communicating. Moreover, this mode of computer-mediated 
communication is particularly conducive to the public enactment of friendship. Many 
studies discuss textual embodiment and writing selves, connections and communities 
into existence (Sundén 2003) (boyd 2008) (boyd & Heer 2006), yet they do not 
actually consider the writing itself. A linguistic perspective is paramount if we are to 
understand exactly how users type their friendships into being in this new mode of 
computer-mediated communication. The linguistic analysis adopted in this thesis is 
two-fold, incorporating both a quantitative and a qualitative analysis.  
 
Firstly, a linguistic feature which will indicate something about the relationship 
between speaker and addressee needs to be considered. Vocatives have been chosen. 
Secondly, these vocatives must be further considered within the context in which they 
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appear, and I have chosen Politeness theory as a lens through which to examine how 
vocatives function in interaction.   
2.4 Linguistic Politeness 
2.4.1 A Combined Politeness Model 
The model of Politeness developed by Brown and Levinson (1987) draws from 
Goffman’s notion of face, the positive consistent self-image or ‘personality’ claimed 
by interactants (Goffman 1967). Every individual possesses both positive face and 
negative face, the former incorporating the individual’s desire to be appreciated and 
approved of by others, the latter involving an individual’s claim to personal territory 
and autonomy. Taking into account the fact that the mutual preservation of face is a 
concern of conversational participants, yet that some speech acts intrinsically threaten 
face, Brown and Levinson conclude that speakers employ certain strategies so as to 
mitigate the danger of Face Threatening Acts (FTAs), thereby performing strategies 
which are appropriate for the situation according to the face wants of interlocutors, be 
it Positive and/or Negative Politeness.  
 
Kerbrat-Orecchioni’s System of Politeness (1992) builds on Brown and Levinson’s 
model. She contends that Brown and Levinson are overly pessimistic when it comes 
to weighing the risks of interaction when they view it as “...une sorte de terrain miné 
par toutes sortes de ‘FTAs’”7 (Kerbrat-Orecchioni 2002: 3), which requires the use of 
negative politeness strategies for the mitigation of the threat to negative face. For 
Kerbrat-Orecchioni, speech acts such as compliments and well wishes are not simply 
threats to the addressee’s negative face that place the addressee in a position of debt 
to the speaker, as Brown and Levinson have described. They are, in fact, acts which 
the speaker believes to be flattering to the addressee’s positive face: “Tout acte de 
langage peut donc être décrit comme un FTA, un FFA [Face Flattering Act], ou un 
complexe de ces deux composantes”8 (Kerbrat-Orecchioni 1992: 4). Kerbrat-
Orecchioni’s amendment of Brown and Levinson’s model by the addition of a Face 
Flattering Act clarifies the potential of negative politeness and positive politeness to 
maintain social harmony – the former seeking to defuse threat by avoiding or 
                                                
7 A type of terrain rife with all sorts of FTAs 
8 Every speech act can be described as a FTA, an FFA or a combination of these elements 
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softening an FTA, the latter attempting to promote contentment by accomplishing an 
FFA. Thus Brown and Levinson’s framework, with crucial additions by Kerbrat-
Orecchioni (1992), sees speakers minimising threats to and maximising 
enhancements of the face of their addressees.  
 
Impoliteness, the opposite of Linguistic Politeness, involves a volitional disruption of 
the peace. A model for impoliteness parallel to that of Brown and Levinson has been 
developed by Culpeper (1996) to account for goals of interaction situated outside of 
the realm of cooperativeness, that is, instances in which speakers consciously attack 
the face of their interlocutors. In later work it is shown that impoliteness can 
encompass unintentional impoliteness and misinterpretation alongside volitional 
threats to face (Culpeper et al. 2003). However, there is a fundamental difference 
between disrupting social harmony deliberately, doing so accidentally, and 
performing speech acts which are impolite on the surface, but which actually serve 
the function of preserving social harmony. Thus the notion of intent is extremely 
important when describing acts as polite or impolite.  
 
Culpeper’s (1996) discussion of Mock Impoliteness  is enlightening when considering 
superficially impolite speech acts which actually have positive effects. Taking 
Leech’s ‘Banter Principle’ (1983: 144), in which speakers express solidarity with one 
another by saying things which are obviously untrue and impolite, Culpeper defines 
mock impoliteness as “impoliteness that remains on the surface, since it is understood 
that it is not intended to cause offence” (1996: 352). Crucially, for the impoliteness to 
be interpreted favourably, the insult must be untrue, or the speaker must believe that 
the hearer will not be offended by it. If there is a mutual understanding that the 
impoliteness is not intended to harm, this is reflective of in-group norms and by 
extension generates a sense of belonging and solidarity, which are in fact some of the 
main aims of positive politeness.  
2.4.2 Maintaining Social Harmony: Enhancing Face on Facebook 
Social harmony is a concern of all people wishing to engage in cooperative 
interaction. Spencer-Oatey (2000) proposes a rapport-management model for 
interpersonal relationships, whereby rapport may be enhanced, maintained, neglected 
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or challenged. Thus rather than considering the face wants and needs of the speaker 
and addressee separately, their joint desire for social harmony is accounted for by this 
model. This perspective will be useful in understanding how the rapport of a 
Facebook Friendship is managed through a wall-to-wall conversation.  
 
Facebook, along with other modes of computer-mediated communication, transports 
human interaction online. As a result, the problems and opportunities associated with 
interaction and the preservation of social harmony arise in a new context. Positive 
face maintenance and enhancement are primary concerns of Facebook users, and as 
they type their Friendships into being through wall-to-wall conversations, a concern 
for the maintenance and enhancement of their relationships is equally displayed. 
Because of the publicness of sites like Facebook (boyd 2008), and the fact that they 
locate people in a virtual context of acquaintances and Friends with a public display 
of interpersonal commentary (Donath 2007), they provide an opportunity for 
promoting harmony through face-maintenance. Paying linguistic attention to others 
by writing on their wall is a powerful way for an individual to enhance the face of 
their primary addressee. By extension, the individual’s own positive face is 
augmented, since that individual is viewed by an audience of mutual friends to be 
engaging in face maintenance. As a whole, the rapport of the Facebook Friendship is 
also enhanced, which is of benefit to both participants in the conversation.  
 
The speech acts embedded in the wall post itself can reinforce the face-work 
performed in the giving of linguistic attention, and I will focus here on compliments 
and insults. As Kerbrat-Orecchioni (1992) has pointed out, a speech act can be face-
threatening, face-flattering or even a combination of these two elements. 
 
Compliments are speech acts which can attend to the positive face of the addressee, in 
that they fulfil the desire to be appreciated and approved of by others. Equally, such 
compliments can threaten the negative face of the addressee in that they place the 
individual in a position of debt to the speaker. Insults, in that they undermine an 
individual’s need for approval, can threaten positive face. Yet just as compliments 
can potentially be intended and interpreted differently, so too can insults. Insulting, 
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ribbing and ‘taking the piss’ among friends activate a play frame and can reinforce in-
group sentiment, which in turn can show solidarity. To be able to insult someone with 
no negative effect can be a salient expression of friendship. Farenkia (2007: 38) has 
noted that “[e]n contexte amical les termes injurieux peuvent avoir une valeur 
hypocoristique”9.  
 
My corpora of wall-to-wall conversations have uncovered many instances of 
compliments, especially in which one user comments positively on a Friend’s profile 
picture. Compliments are also displayed within the forms of endearing and 
familiarising vocatives, as in hey beautiful and ma rock star!!! in the Examples 2.7 
and 2.8 respectively.  
Example 2.7 
 
Example 2.8 
 
Mock insults are also attested in my corpora (Example 2.9). Especially in the UNIL 
corpus, males appear to engage in ritual insults in the form of vocatives, where both 
interlocutors give and receive abusive terms. This is reminiscent of the activity of 
sounding engaged in by Black American males in a Harlem ghetto described by 
Labov (1972b), and such contestive humour could be linked to the performance of the 
masculine gender, as Holmes (2006) highlights. Davies (1994) suggests that non-
serious insults are often humorous in tone, and that they subsequently have the effect 
of emphasising the closeness or familiarity of interlocutors. 
Example 2.9 
                                                
9 in a friendly context, insulting/abusive terms can have a hypocoristic value 
Bassam Sabbagh 
hey beautiful, I spent like 4 hours at BUZZZBAR!!!! […] 
LOVE YA xxoxxo 
November 9, 2008 at 8:32pm 
 
Véronique Follet 
Mais que merci ma rock star!!! J'espère que t'as méchemment assuré ces exa (mais 
j'me fais pas trop de souci)!! Gros gros bec! 
25 January at 03:21 
Grégoire Cardet 
salut sale pute droguée de merde! ça se passe? Va checker ça puisque tu ne 
trouve plus de Dave Chapelle....  
03 October 2008 at 06:26 
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Some instances of mock deference (Example 2.10) and even instances of over-the-top 
intimate forms (Example 2.11) are attested in the wall-to-wall corpora. The former 
example sees Tim jokingly assigning his addressee a high status after having obtained 
him a concert ticket, and the latter example is part of a parody of a heterosexual 
marriage undertaken by both interlocutors. Like instances of mock impoliteness, these 
create humorous situations over which conversational participants may bond.  
Example 2.10 
 
Example 2.11 
 
A range of intentions and interpretations of speech acts like compliments and insults 
is possible, depending on contextual factors. It is the way in which speakers/writers 
employ these speech acts and how hearers/readers interpret them which contribute to 
the maintenance of social harmony in interaction. In transporting offline friendship 
ties to an online context, Facebook users maintain and enhance their relationships 
using compliments, mock insults and mock deference, all of which can be considered 
as positive politeness strategies in that they contribute to a sense of belonging and 
shared identity. 
2.5 Address 
2.5.1 Forms of Address 
A vital part of interpersonal interaction is the way in which speakers address their 
interlocutors, and the types of address forms hearers receive. Address forms can have 
many functions, from the organisational (identifying the addressee or selecting the 
next speaker) to the interpersonal (defining the relationship between interlocutors) 
(McCarthy & O'Keefe 2003). The choice of an appropriate address form is 
intrinsically linked to the notion of linguistic politeness, that is, maintaining social 
harmony within interaction.  
Tim P. Davidson 
one pivot ticket is yours good sir! 
17 November 2008 at 07:21 
Codie Patrick 
hey pookie.  thinking of you. That is all.  smoochies 
24 August 2007 at 17:14 
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As each interlocutor adopts in turn the role of speaker, the use of forms of address can 
indicate aspects of power, equality, distance or solidarity in the relationship. Notions 
of addressing can vary considerably cross-culturally. For example, the reciprocation 
of First Names by two conversational participants within a professor/student 
relationship is usual in Australian English. However, in a parallel situation in a 
Francophone context, the student addresses their professor as Docteur, a term which 
is not reciprocated by the professor to the student.  
 
According to Leech (1999), a term of address is a device used to refer to the 
addressee(s) of an utterance. Braun’s definition, address, denotes a speaker’s 
linguistic reference to his/her collocutors, and includes pronouns of address, verb 
forms of address and nouns of address (Braun 1988: 7-11). Many studies have 
focused either solely on the distribution of T/V pronominal address forms or on a 
(often limited) sample of vocative usage including First Names (FN), Last Names 
(LN) and Titles (T). Martiny (1996), drawing from Braun (1988), suggests that a 
simultaneous consideration of address forms could prove useful, and his adoption of a 
broad definition, forms of address, encompasses not just T and V pronominal forms 
or First Name, Last Name and Title, but also “various other devices that can be 
employed for making reference to the addressee (indefinite pronouns, first-person 
plural nouns, offensive and endearment terms, agentless passives, etc.)” (Martiny 
1996: 765).  
 
The present study focuses on vocatives, a form of direct address. Instead of 
exclusively considering names, titles and pronouns, many more vocative forms are 
taken into account, following from Martiny’s recognition of the need for a broader 
perspective. 
2.5.2 Vocatives 
2.5.2.1 Type and Form  
The vocative, a particular kind of address form, is described by Leech (1999) to be a 
feature of spoken language. However, Nevala’s study (2004) which considers the 
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forms of address in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century letters highlights that 
vocatives have existed in a written form for a long period of time.10  
 
Syntactically, a vocative is a “nominal constituent loosely integrated with the rest of 
the utterance” (Leech 1999: 107). This is consistent with Lambrecht’s view (1996) in 
which their syntactically marginal status and formulation as a Noun Phrase are noted. 
A thorough outline of the phrasal-syntax of vocatives is provided by Lambrecht: 
Noun (common Noun: garcon; proper Noun: Jacqueline) 
Adjective + Noun (petit poisson; cher collègue) 
definite Determiner + Noun (Silence les enfants) 
possessive Determiner + Noun (mon ami) 
possessive Determiner + Adjective + Noun (mon cher ami) 
Strong Pronoun (toi, vous) 
Strong Pronoun + Prepositional Phrase (vous là-bas) 
Title (Madame, Docteur) 
Title + Proper Noun (Maître Jacques, Professeur Chomsky) 
Title + appositional Noun Phrase (Monsieur le Président) 
(from Lambrecht 1996: 270) 
 
Poynton’s extensive work on the types and forms of vocatives (1990), which is 
outlined in Figure 2.3, provides a semantic lens through which to understand them. 
The distinction between Personal Name and Non Name vocatives is a useful one, and 
has been adopted in this study. However Poynton’s term for a form of the Personal 
Name, Full Name, is somewhat ambiguous as it can simultaneously refer to instances 
of personal names which include a First Name and a Surname as well as those names 
which include a First Name, a Middle Name and a Surname. Thus within the Personal 
Name type, a Middle Name form has been added to account for an instance of a 
vocative in the USYD corpus which contained a middle name.  
                                                
10 The Corpus of Early English Correspondence, on which her study is based, represents letters written in a time period from c. 
1410 to 1800. 
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Figure 2.3 Poynton’s Vocative Scheme (1990) 
 
 
 
Examples for each of the forms proposed by Poynton (1990) are attested in my 
corpora. However I have simplified her Non Name scheme in this study, reorganising 
the semantic forms under headings pertaining to the different types of politeness 
strategies found in the wall-to-wall corpora. Thus Endearments and Familiarisers 
account for positive politeness and hyper intimacy, Insults account for mock 
impoliteness and Deference accounts for mock negative politeness. This is outlined in 
the Table 2.1.  
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Table 2.1 Surface semantic forms and examples 
2.5.2.2 Position 
Vocatives have a flexible relationship with the clause and are optional sentence 
constituents in French and English. Their grammatical status as non-arguments means 
that they are not compulsory for grammatical well-formedness (Lambrecht 1996). 
They may be pre-sentential or post-clausal, according to Lambrecht (1996), who 
terms the former left-detached and the latter right-detached. Conversely, Leech 
asserts that vocatives may occur in sentence-initial, sentence-medial or sentence-final 
positions, or they may be ‘stand-alone’ (Leech 1999). Lambrecht has shown ‘stand-
alone’ vocatives to be, in fact, left-detached, because it is impossible for right-
detached vocatives to appear by themselves. In addition, in a discussion of medial-
position vocatives McCarthy and O’Keefe (2003: 179) suggest that vocatives in turns 
prefaced by discourse markers, while seemingly medial in that they do not front a 
sentence, are actually initial to a certain extent. I class that which Leech terms 
‘medial’ and ‘final’ position as right-detached; and ‘initial’ and ‘stand-alone’ as left-
detached, following Lambrecht’s model (table 2.2). It is important to note that 
vocatives which follow greetings such as ‘Hello’ are considered by Leech to be 
‘medial’, whereas in this study they are classed as left-detached since they are 
associated with an opening greeting. 
Non Name Form Poynton’s Terms Example from 
Wall-to-Wall corpora 
ENDEARMENT/ 
FAMILIARISER 
Animal 
Kin Terms 
General Nouns 
Physical Characteristics 
Endearments 
Inanimate Object 
Sexual activity / Promiscuity 
Pronouns 
petit ours / poulette / my chicken 
frérot / frangine / COUZ ! 
mon gars / boy / girl / doll 
beautiful / ma belle 
chéri /  darling 
my little ray of sunshine 
sexy lady 
you there! 
INSULT General Abusive Terms 
Morally Undesirable Attribute 
Homosexuality 
Sexual activity / Promiscuity 
Intellectual Deficit 
Physical Characteristics 
Animal 
Body Products 
Genitalia 
Race/Ethnicity 
Groups / Collections 
fuckos / biatch /  asswipe!!! 
Déchet de la société /  you hobo! 
Pd / lucky bugger /  enculé  
hobag / pute / sac à foutre 
you silly bugger / you goose 
mon gros  
you goose 
vieille merde 
prick 
sale gitan / nigha 
hosisters 
DEFERENCE Ordinary Titles 
Occupational Terms 
Client terms 
mr walker /  Madam Treasurer! 
Anthropologist / chef / docteur 
good sir 
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Table 2.2 Left-detached and right-detached vocatives 
LEFT DETACHED RIGHT DETACHED  
Stand-alone Initial Medial 
Communicative-
Unit Final Sentence Final 
Fred! 
 
Hey Fred! 
 
Well, Fred, what 
say we go for a 
coffee? 
I don’t know 
about you, 
Fred, but… 
What are you 
doing on 
Friday, Fred? 
 
Of the two left-detached types, both the stand-alone vocative and the initial vocative 
can call, summon, greet, or a combination of these. They seek to establish the 
relationship with the addressee. Of the right-detached vocatives in the examples 
above, they may be used for identifying the addressee – and by extension they 
reinforce already established relationships.  
2.5.2.3 Function 
When considering the function of vocatives, many authors separate two main roles 
played by these forms of address. Schegloff (1968) and Zwicky (1974) distinguish 
between vocatives which summon or call to the addressee with the effect of gaining 
their attention, and vocatives which have the aim of marking the relationship between 
speaker and addressee. Of the three pragmatic functions of vocatives outlined by 
Leech (1999), the first two (summon attention and addressee identification) 
correspond to the former category, while the function of establish or maintain a 
social relationship corresponds to the latter. 
 
Similarly Eggins & Slade (1997) recognise two vocative functions – Targeted and 
Redundant. The former function sees a speaker employing vocatives in such a way as 
to identify the addressee of the utterance or to select the next speaker, and is 
particularly useful in situations involving multiple speakers or where contextual cues 
are lacking.  
 
However, when there is “sufficient contextual information…for the nominated person 
to be the assumed next speaker” (Eggins & Slade 1997: 145), the vocative may be 
activated in an attempt by the speaker to establish or maintain a social relationship 
with the addressee, the third of Leech’s vocative functions. While Eggins & Slade 
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note that the use of redundant vocatives pertains to relationship management and 
maintenance, their term for this function (redundant) is fundamentally problematic, as 
it implies superfluousness and uselessness. The social function of forming, 
maintaining or enhancing interlocutor relationships cannot be any less important than 
the functions of calling or summoning addressees. In fact, multiple functions may 
overlap within the one vocative.  
 
McCarthy and O’Keefe (2003), in a study of a corpus of radio phone-in calls, 
examine how vocatives are used in the establishment of relationships between people 
who don’t know each other personally. Rather than considering the type and form of 
vocatives, the focus is on the speech acts associated with personal name vocatives. 
They propose seven vocative functions which fall under Organisational and 
Interpersonal meta-functions. In this model, vocatives which coordinate turn 
management, call management, topic management and summons comprise the first 
category, while vocatives incorporating badinage (humour, irony and banter), 
mitigators (protecting against threat to positive or negative face) and relational 
(establish and maintain social relations through compliments and evaluations) 
functions fall under the second category. This model accounts for the ways of 
promoting social harmony discussed in section 2.2.2, in which face-enhancement can 
be achieved through complimenting, but also through aspects of badinage, such as 
mock impoliteness and mock deference.  
 
In another study, Davies (1994) has considered the semantic forms of vocatives and 
signatures in Valentine’s Day messages published in newspapers in which lovers 
confirm their romantic relationship. The study revealed not only intimate forms but 
also instances of mock deferential and mock impolite forms. The predominance of 
non name vocatives in Davies’ study which encompass not only endearments but also 
honorifics and insults is similar to the findings of the present study of Facebook wall-
to-wall conversations. In wall-to-wall conversations, the participants also have a pre-
existing relationship and are reaffirming this online, as in Example 2.12.  
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Example 2.12 
Renée Roux 
salut chere amie virtuelle ahah!!! bien été ce cours de psycho?? aha!! :P 
le 10 avril 2008 à 20:03 
 
The different sentence positions of vocatives can indicate different functions. 
Sentence-initial (right-detached) vocatives, especially those which occur alongside 
greetings such as Hey!, can serve the purpose of attracting attention, as in Example 
2.13. 
Example 2.13 
Caroline Singe 
Hey edith!!! Tu es rentrée de Leysin, c’était comment SLC? Hey j’ai internet ou j’habite 
maintenant on pourra skyper de temps en temps c’est cool! […] dit moi quand tu te 
connecte la prochaine fois que je vienne te faire un petit coucoo!!! BYSOUXX 
August 10, 2007 at 5:18am 
 
Sentence-final (left-detached) vocatives can contribute to maintaining the social 
relationship, as in Example 2.14.  
Example 2.14 
Manuela Nott 
hey hey just sent you an email with my french stuff in it - thanks darling boy xx 
25 March 2008 at 23:17 
 
Equally, the type and form of vocatives can enhance our understanding of their 
purpose within interaction. Poynton (1990) proposes that hypocorisms of personal 
names can have the effect of enhancing the closeness of the relationship between 
interlocutors. Similarly, endearments, kin-terms or certain animal terms (ma poule, 
chicken) achieve the same result. Nevala (2004) shows that in epistolary 
correspondence from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries first names, kin terms 
and creative nickname formations can express closeness. Finally, Davies (1994) 
argues that mock impolite and mock deferential forms in Valentine’s Day messages 
can be an effective way of highlighting the intimate and familiar nature of the 
relationship between the sender and the receiver. 
 
Therefore a combination of the type, form, prosody and sentence position of 
vocatives can illuminate their function(s) within interaction. Vocatives can be used 
organisationally, to manage addressee identification, turn-taking and topic shifts as 
well as for summoning the addressee(s). Of no less importance are their interpersonal 
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functions, which offer the means to establish, define, maintain or enhance social 
relationships between speakers and hearers. Vocatives may exhibit several of these 
functions at once, and may elicit a range of interpretations.  
 
The vocatives in the corpora of wall-to-wall conversations will be analysed 
quantitatively as well as qualitatively for their role in establishing, maintaining and 
enhancing Facebook Friendships. This analysis is preceded by a discussion of the 
methodology used in this study to be found in the following chapter.  
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3. METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter will discuss the methods associated with the design and collection of two 
corpora of Facebook wall-to-wall conversations and the problems and advantages 
encountered during this process. In addition, the framework for the coding of the 
corpora will be presented.  
3.2 The Wall-to-Wall Corpora 
3.2.1 USYD and UNIL: the Choice of Data Source 
Two corpora of wall-to-wall conversations from student participants at the University 
of Sydney (Australian English speakers) and the University of Lausanne (Swiss 
French speakers) were collected. These are referred to as the USYD corpus and the 
UNIL corpus respectively. A cross-cultural comparison affords a broader perspective 
on how vocatives function in wall-to-wall conversations. Further, a major advantage 
of this study is that the Observer’s Paradox (Labov 1972a) is evaded, since the wall-
to-wall conversations had already been conducted before participants were aware of a 
researcher’s presence.  
 
Representativity and manageability were two vital aspects to consider when 
collecting the data. Facebook is available in 64 different languages and has over 300 
million active users as of September 2009. Compiling a corpus which is 
representative of the wall posting practices of all of these people would be a 
significantly challenging task, and too large an undertaking for an Honours thesis. 
The corpora of the present study provide a small but insightful snapshot of the wall-
to-wall conversational practices of university students from two distinct cultural and 
linguistic backgrounds.  
 
My own status as a student at both the University of Sydney and the University of 
Lausanne facilitated the access to conversational data. Facebook networks reflect pre-
existing communities and friendships, and possessing an official email address from 
both universities allowed me to join the corresponding university networks on 
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Facebook. On Facebook, the University of Sydney network has 26,884 members, 
while the University of Lausanne network has 5,311 members. The size of these 
networks reflects the population sizes of each university, with the University of 
Sydney being a much larger institution than the University of Lausanne.11 My offline 
participation in these geographically, culturally and linguistically distinct university 
communities was not, however, equal. I had only spent one semester in Lausanne on 
exchange, whereas I spent five semesters at the University of Sydney before the 
commencement of this project. Consequently, I had many more contacts associated 
with the University of Sydney Facebook network than with that of the University of 
Lausanne. This provided certain advantages and posed some disadvantages in relation 
to the collection of data, as well as its analysis, which will be discussed in section 
3.2.3. While practising participant observation in this study, I have not included any 
of my own conversations in the corpora.   
3.2.2 Ethics 
As Crystal points out, “uncertain copyright and privacy issues embattle the Web” 
(Crystal 2006: 273). Many web applications blur aspects of privacy and publicity or 
involve multi-authored texts, and subsequently the need to acknowledge authors or 
protect their identity become opposing issues. Despite the somewhat public nature of 
a wall-to-wall conversation, whereby mutual friends of the two conversational 
participants can view it, for ethical reasons I decided to consider these conversations 
as essentially private since Facebook users can manage who sees their activity by 
controlling their privacy settings. Accordingly, permission had to be sought from each 
participant for the use of their conversational data.  
 
After receiving clearance from the University of Sydney Human Ethics Committee, I 
contacted potential participants either through Facebook or via email and invited them 
to participate in the study. They were provided with a Participant Information 
Statement (see Appendix A) in the language of their tertiary institution (English or 
French), which outlined the nature of the study and an assurance of their anonymity if 
they decided to participate. Participants then granted permission by sending an email 
to the researcher.  
                                                
11 As of October 18, 2009.  
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3.2.3 Approach to Data Collection 
I established two Facebook groups for the purposes of this research, one for each 
university12. Invitations to the groups were sent to potential participants. Hyperlinks 
to electronic versions of the Participant Information Statement and the invitation 
email were made available on the wall of each group. These groups facilitated the 
maintenance of contact between researcher and participants, especially for instances 
where participants had expressed interest in the study but had not sent their 
permission via email, or where an email address of a potential participant was not 
available on their profile page. The UNIL group of Facebook users from the 
University of Lausanne had 61 members; while the USYD group of Facebook users 
from the University of Sydney had 79 members13.  
 
Because of the length of time spent at the University of Sydney and the resulting 
number of contacts on Facebook, the collection of the USYD corpus was relatively 
unproblematic. A message was sent on the researcher’s behalf to a Facebook group 
with approximately 3000 members called ‘University of Sydney’14, detailing the 
nature of the study and including a link to the Facebook group created for potential 
participants. While several people expressed interest as a result of this message, I 
decided to primarily use the conversations of my USYD Friends on the site since 
personal connection allows a useful insight into in-jokes and references made within 
the conversations.  
 
This preference for personal acquaintances and Friends of Friends over strangers in 
the context of a social network site like Facebook is exactly what made the 
compilation of the UNIL corpus significantly more difficult than that of the USYD 
corpus. In order to view and collect wall-to-wall conversations, it is necessary to be 
Friends with both conversational participants.  My time at the University of Lausanne 
was not long enough to establish a parallel number of offline and online personal ties. 
While some fellow students in linguistics courses at UNIL were happy to participate, 
                                                
12 These were named ‘Linguistic Research Project on Facebook’ (USYD), available at 
http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=77603419914 and ‘Projet de Recherches Linguistiques sur Facebook’ (UNIL), 
available at http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=62642001305.  
13 As of August 16, 2009.  
14 Available at http://www.facebook.com/group.php?gid=2202242423&ref=search&sid=219001728.734676154..1  
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it was nevertheless necessary to undertake searches of the University of Lausanne 
Facebook network to contact potential participants who did not know me personally 
in order to collect enough conversational data.  
 
Fifty strangers from UNIL were contacted individually via Facebook message. This 
approach was largely unsuccessful. The majority of people ignored the message; there 
were two refusals, and often those who agreed did not actually have much wall 
posting activity on their profile. Those who did not know me personally but had been 
in the same course as me were more likely to agree to participate. Ultimately three 
strangers and five friends, classmates or friends of friends agreed to be participants 
through this method of contact. 
  
Warnings from the Facebook administration team indicated that continually 
contacting people with the same message was considered to be spam, and that my 
account was in danger of being suspended. A different approach was required, and I 
decided to send an email detailing the study and including a link to the Facebook 
group ‘Projet de Recherches Linguistiques sur Facebook’ to the e-list [étudiants-
unil@unil.ch], reaching around 10,000 students at the University of Lausanne. Six 
students expressed interest and permission via email as a result. This small number 
could be due to the fact that the message was rendered quite illegible due to errors in 
the transference of French accents, with many random symbols replacing accented 
vowels after the message had been sent. This was noted by four people, who 
incidentally did not wish to participate in the study. However, these six along with the 
eight contacted individually were invaluable participants, since they had the 
motivation to ask their Facebook Friends on my behalf for permission for the use of 
their wall-to-wall conversations for linguistic analysis.  
 
The qualitative analyses undertaken in Chapter 5 have been supplemented with 
information supplied by some of the conversational participants from both corpora 
through personal communication in the form of spoken conversation, email, 
Facebook Message and Facebook Chat. This information greatly augments the 
understanding of the conversational data in the present study. 
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3.2.4 Corpus Design 
The UNIL corpus contains 28 wall-to-wall conversations totalling 610 wall posts 
composed by 40 students at the University of Lausanne in Swiss French, 
incorporating some code-switching. The USYD corpus contains 17 wall-to-wall 
conversations totalling 755 wall posts composed by 28 students at the University of 
Sydney in Australian English. The wall-to-wall conversations were of varying 
lengths, ranging from a mere two-post exchange to a conversation of two hundred and 
three wall posts. While the UNIL corpus has nearly double the amount of 
conversations as the USYD corpus, the two corpora are relatively equal in size in 
terms of the amount of words and wall posts contained therein. Several long 
conversations were removed from the original USYD corpus so as to ensure a 
comparable size. The UNIL corpus contains 18,295 words, while the USYD corpus 
contains 25,618 words.  
 
Table 3.1 Corpus Dimensions 
CORPUS UNIL USYD TOTAL 
Conversations 28 17 45 
Wall Posts 610 755 1365 
Words 18,295 25,618 43,913 
 
An effort was made to ensure an equal representation of male and female participants. 
The UNIL corpus included 24 female participants and 16 male participants, while the 
USYD corpus included 18 female participants and 10 male participants. In both 
corpora, the number of female participants is greater than the number of male 
participants, but the proportion of each sex in each corpus is relatively similar. This is 
unlikely to affect the comparability of the corpora. Both corpora included participants 
who appeared in more than one wall-to-wall conversation.   
 
Table 3.2 Participants 
 
The advantage of computer-mediated communication is the rapid replicability of 
typed text. Extensive corpora may be collected with several simple mouse-clicks by 
selecting and copying text and pasting it into a new document. If not already in Plain 
PARTICIPANTS UNIL USYD TOTAL 
Male N=16 | 40% N=10 | 36% 26 
Female N=24 | 60% N=18 | 66% 42 
TOTAL 40 28 68 
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Text format, the text conversion process is quick and simple. My corpora were 
converted to Plain Text in Text Wrangler15, which preserved the accents in French as 
well as symbols such as ♥. The names of the participants were modified so as to 
protect their identities. The Plain Text versions of the UNIL and the USYD corpora 
are available in full on the CD accompanying this thesis.  
 
The Plain Text corpora were imported into UAM Corpus Tool16, a program 
developed by Mick O’Donnell which is available by free download. The program 
allows researchers to create their own labels for the linguistic annotation of text and 
images. The next section will present the labelling schemes I created in order to 
isolate and code instances of vocatives within my corpora. 
3.3 Coding Schemes 
3.3.1 Wall Posts 
Each wall post in the corpora was coded for several elements, as in Figure 3.1. 
Figure 3.1 Wall Post Scheme 
                  
  
                                                
15 Available at http://www.barebones.com/products/TextWrangler/  
16 Available at www.wagsoft.com/CorpusTool 
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Firstly, sociological information about the participant was marked, namely their home 
university (UNIL or USYD), their gender (M or F) and their pseudonym. Further, the 
genders of both the composer and the addressee were marked in a gender dyad code. 
Gender was assigned according to the name of the participant, and where this was 
unclear, information from their Facebook profile was used. This was to be useful in 
allowing searches of the corpus which would indicate both the types of vocatives 
males and females at each university produced, as well as the types they received.  
 
Finally, it was noted that throughout the entire wall-to-wall conversational history, 
sequences or bouts of communicativeness occurred. These may be conceived as 
smaller conversations within the wall-to-wall, with each wall post acting as a turn in 
these sequences.  
 
Figure 3.2 marks three sequences in the wall-to-wall between A and B. If the turns 
were both close together in time and followed the same subject matter, they were 
considered to be part of the same sequence. However, closeness in time can be 
relative in this semi-synchronous mode of computer-mediated communication, since 
in Figure 3.2 one sequence of turns is separated by only 25 minutes of time, yet 
another carries on over three wall posts in six days. I primarily used my intuition in 
the coding of the position of wall posts in sequence. 
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Figure 3.2 Sequences of wall posts (turns) within a wall-to-wall conversation 
 
 
Thus using this model, the elements assigned to each of the wall posts in Example 3.1 
are described in Table 3.3. 
Example 3.1 
Belle Toledo  
hey micky v i lost the piece of paper on which i wrote the day i would help with 
letterboxing..it was a wednesday, but what date? please remind me at your earliest 
possible convenience. 
10 July 2007 at 15:34 
 
Michael Valiant  
He he my earliest convenience is now! How funny.. not even facebook can break down 
your love of correct english... well this is for you: u sed ud b up 4 lettrboxing wed week, 
11am, 18/7  xx 
10 July 2007 at 19:29 
 
Table 3.3 
University Gender Name Gender Dyad  Turn 
USYD F BELLE TOLEDO F > M 1 
USYD M MICHAEL VALIANT M > F 2 
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3.3.2 Vocatives 
Instances of vocatives in the corpora were coded for a number of features, in a 
Vocative scheme separate from the Wall Post scheme described above. Firstly, they 
were assigned a type – either Personal name or Non name, following Poynton (1990). 
 
Table 3.4 Examples of vocative types from the USYD and UNIL corpora 
 
The instances of Personal Names were further divided into First Name, Middle Name 
and Surname, and were marked as Modified if they had been altered in some way, 
such as shortened, lengthened or reduplicated. A discussion of how names are 
modified in these corpora will be undertaken in section 4.3.2.1. Non name vocatives 
were further coded for their semantic surface form, either endearment/familiariser; 
insult or deference. That is, regardless as to whether wifey is to be interpreted as a 
FFA or an FTA, its surface semantic form is taken to be an endearment. 
 
Table 3.5 Examples of vocative surface semantic forms from the USYD and UNIL corpora 
 
Vocatives were next coded for their position in the sentence. Those which were stand-
alone, at the start of a sentence or preceded only by a version of the greeting Hello17 
were marked as Left-Detached. All other vocatives, since they followed a 
communicative unit, were marked as Right-Detached. Examples of vocatives in their 
sentence positions appear in Table 3.6. 
 
                                                
17 These included ciao, tchao, coucou, hello, salut, hey, YO YO YO, huhu and hé and hi from the UNIL corpus and hey, yo, hi, 
hello, salve and heya from the USYD corpus. 
TYPE EXAMPLE 
Personal name RACHELLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL!!!!!!!!!! 
Mr walker 
Eliza Francesca Notting 
Non name darling 
hobag 
ma belle 
CONNARD! 
SURFACE SEMANTIC FORM EXAMPLE 
Endearment/Familiariser mon gars 
wifey 
Insult sale pute droguée de merde! 
asswipe!!!!! 
Deference sir 
caporal 
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Table 3.6 Examples of vocative sentence positions from the USYD and UNIL corpora 
 
Labelling the linguistic data in this way allowed for both an extensive quantitative 
and qualitative analysis, the results of which will be discussed in the following two 
chapters.  
SENTENCE POSITION EXAMPLE 
Left-Detached Nate! I have a spare ticket to Pirates on Thusday […] 
hey you...im having a day off...no french for me! […] 
Darling, you world revolves around this damn site […] 
YO YO YO mon pote, jaimerais pouvoi utiliser […] 
Right-Detached on mange à la banane, rejoins moi grosse pute!!!!!! 
Merde pour demain mon frérot ! 
[…] Really Jane what have wee been teaching […] 
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4. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS 
4.1 Introduction 
The instances of vocatives in the two corpora are considered quantitatively in this 
chapter. I will begin by discussing the structure of the wall-to-wall conversations in 
terms of the length of conversations and wall posts. The distribution of personal 
pronouns in the corpora will be presented, as well as the distribution of vocatives in 
sequence turns. Finally, an analysis of the proportion of vocative types, forms and 
sentence positions will uncover trends which will be examined in further detail in the 
qualitative analysis of Chapter 5.  
4.2 Conversational Structure 
4.2.1 Conversations 
The wall-to-wall conversations in the USYD corpus ranged in length from four wall 
posts to two hundred and three and covered a period between March 2007 and June 
2009.18  
 
 
                                                
18 It should be noted that the wall-to-wall conversations collected in this corpus may conceivably continue to unfold on 
Facebook after this study has been completed. 
19 These are pseudonyms of the conversational participants.  
Table 4.1 USYD Corpus Conversations19 
Conversation Number of Wall Posts Dyad 
Alicia Waldorf and Nate McDougal 
Belle Toledo and Michael Valiant 
Susan King and Michael Valiant 
Philip J. Reimer and Cambell Drover 
Alica Waldorf and Nicholas D. Williams 
Tim P. Davidson and Lulu Kleins 
Sally Quagmire and Vivienne Hogan 
Mara Lonsdale and Nicholas D. Williams 
Thomas Kandinsky and Rajesh Patel 
Hannah Hardy and Bassam Sabbagh 
Janice Carter and Rebecca Tan 
Nicholas D. Williams and Laura P. Harvey 
Eliza Notting and Emily M. Firth 
Philip J. Reimer and Manuela Nott 
Tanya Doolie and Jane Phillipson 
Andy Walker and Tim P. Davidson 
Kat Lane and Codie Patrick 
4 
5 
6 
10 
12 
14 
21 
23 
24 
27 
29 
36 
45 
69 
71 
155 
203 
FF 
FM 
FM 
MM 
FM 
FM 
FF 
FM 
MM 
FM 
FF 
FM 
FF 
FM 
FF 
MM 
FF 
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The wall-to-wall conversations in the UNIL corpus ranged in length from two wall 
posts to sixty-two and covered a period between April 2007 and June 2009.  
Table 4.2 UNIL Corpus Conversations 
Conversation Number of Wall Posts Dyad 
Armandine Romani and Renée Roux 
Claude Devallais and Thibaut Pomeroy 
Mat Desmarais and Alfonse Bonnet 
Christiane Benoît and Claire Kohler 
Daniel Pierpont and Arthur Gelato 
Renée Roux and Véronique Follet 
Renée Roux and Aurélie Weber 
Cécile Michel and Kirste Fiedler 
Christine Garnier and Romaine Cheney de Grave 
Bugeron Nicolas and Patrick Maigny 
Phillipine Gillet and Chantal Girard 
Adèle Bertrand and Pauline Chevalier 
Adèle Bertrand and Odette Grunwald 
Yann LeRoy and Serge Fournier 
Aimée Devallais and Claude Devallais 
Monica Moreau and Rachel LeFevre 
Martine Capal and Alfonse Bonnet 
Pauline Chevalier and Claude Devallais 
Aimée Devallais and Alfonse Bonnet 
Bugeron Nicolas and Mario Mitkovic 
Martine Capal and Mélodie d’Or 
Renée Roux and Emily Blanc 
Martine Capal and Mat Desmarais 
Jacopo Carlucci and Thibaut Pomeroy 
Bryan Molyneux and Adriano Ramírez 
Alexis Babin and Grégoire Cardet 
Odette Grunwald and Fiona Dohner 
Édith Neville and Caroline Singe 
2 
2 
2 
5 
6 
8 
8 
9 
11 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
18 
20 
21 
22 
22 
29 
31 
37 
38 
41 
45 
50 
56 
62 
FF 
MM 
MM 
FF 
MM 
FF 
FF 
FF 
FF 
MM 
FF 
FF 
FF 
MM 
FM 
FF 
FM 
FM 
FM 
MM 
FF 
FF 
FM 
MM 
MM 
MM 
FF 
FF 
 
The average conversation length for UNIL participants was 22 wall posts, with a 
median of 17 wall posts. For USYD participants, the average length was double that 
of UNIL participants, at 44 wall posts, with a median of 23. This higher average is 
due to the fact that there were two conversations of over 150 wall posts long in the 
USYD corpus, which would have affected the result. Nevertheless, conversations in 
the UNIL corpus tended to be shorter while USYD conversations tended to be longer, 
as outlined in Table 4.3. 
Table 4.3 
Number of Wall Posts UNIL USYD 
2-10 N=8 | 29% N=4 | 24% 
11-20 N=8 | 29% N=2 | 12% 
21-30 N=4 | 13% N=5 | 29% 
31-60 N=7 | 25% N=2 | 12% 
61+ N=1 |  4% N=4 | 25% 
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4.2.2 Wall Posts 
Wall posts are restricted to 1000 characters of plain text, with the potential to express 
approximately 200 words with this number of characters. Wall posts in the UNIL 
corpus ranged from one word to 163 words in length, while wall posts in the USYD 
corpus ranged from one word to 261 words. The average number of words per wall 
post20 for the UNIL corpus was 28.70, with a median of 23. The average number of 
words per wall post for the USYD corpus was 18.53, also with a median of 23. This 
suggests that wall posts are on the whole quite short, because despite the fact that 
there is a potential 200 words available for the construction of a message, both 
corpora show a tendancy for message lengths which is around one tenth of this.  
 
The average word-count of a turn in a Facebook wall-to-wall conversation may be 
compared to a study by Crystal (2006: 252) of the word-lengths of turns in instant 
messaging conversations and in chat room conversations. In instant messaging, turns 
ranged from 1 – 46 words, with an average length of 5.81 words. Similarly, the 
average turn in a synchronous chat room was 4.23 words. Consequently, the average 
Facebook wall post is about four or five times longer than a turn in a synchronous 
mode of computer-mediated communication. However, the technological restriction 
imposed on Facebook wall posts is not encountered in other similar forms of written 
communication, such as the email or the personal letter, meaning these modes can 
potentially be of a greater length than a Facebook wall post. Thus the average amount 
of words per turn, as well as the limited number of characters with which to compose 
the message suggests that the Facebook wall-to-wall conversation lies somewhere in 
between instant messaging, emails and letters.  
 
While UNIL conversations tended to be shorter, the posts in these conversations 
contained more words. Conversely, while USYD conversations had a longer duration, 
the posts in these conversations contained less words.  
                                                
20 It should be noted that a word was considered to be a piece of text embedded between two spaces – but something like jsais, 
attested in the UNIL corpus, would have counted for one word here but is in fact technically two words (je and sais). 
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4.2.3 Personal Pronouns 
Personal pronouns constitute part of the linguistic resources of address available to 
interlocutors and can therefore be a useful aid in indicating the relationships between 
them. Furthermore, in languages which have a T/V distinction – such as French – the 
distribution of pronominal forms can reveal the relationship between the interactants 
and the tendencies of a sample of language to be involved or detached.  
 
A search for instances of /tu/, /t’/, /ta/, /ton/ and /toi/ in the UNIL corpus revealed 691 
matches; compared to a search for instances of /vous/, /vos/ and /votre/ which yielded 
only 39, and on closer inspection all of these were used in the sense of plural 
(addressing, for example, the primary addressee and their romantic partner; or others 
in a friendship group), rather than having the aim of establishing a distanced or 
deferential relationship between speaker and addressee. This clearly indicates that 
solidarity can be activated and displayed with the choice of pronominal address in the 
wall-to-wall conversation. The predominance of the T form is due to the fact that the 
conversational participants are university students who are of approximately the same 
age, and who share a similar occupation and social status.   
 
A wider pronoun search revealed that first person singular pronouns and second 
person (singular and plural) pronouns were in a 3:2 ratio in both the French and 
English sub-corpora, with third person pronouns in the minority.  
 
Table 4.4 List of pronouns included in search 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PERSONAL PRONOUNS UNIL USYD 
1st Person Singular  /je/ /j’/ /moi/ /me/ /ma/ 
/mon/ /m’/ 
/I/ /me/ /my/ 
1st Person Plural  /on/ /nous/ /notre/ /nos/ /we/ /us/ /our/ 
2nd Person (Singular and Plural) /tu/ /t’/ /ton/ /toi/ /ta/ 
/te/ /vous/ /vos/ /votre/ 
/you/ /u/ /your/  
3rd Person (Singular and Plural) /il/ /elle/ /ça/ /c’/ /son/ 
/sa/ /lui/ /ils/ /elles/ /leur/ 
/leurs/ /eux/ 
/he/ /she/ /it/ /his/ /her/ 
/him/ /its/ /they/ /their/ 
/them/ 
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Table 4.5 Distribution of personal pronouns in UNIL and USYD corpora  
 
        
A predominance of first and second personal pronouns is one of the indicators of 
involvement (Biber 1988). Tannen (1982) suggests that ‘involved’ discourse is 
unplanned or informal in nature. A high frequency of first and second personal 
pronouns was one of the features of Collot and Belmore’s (1996) study of a corpus of 
Bulletin Board electronic messages. In addition, Nevalainen (2004) proposes that 
personal letters are also of the oral or ‘involved’ category. The abundance of first and 
second person pronouns which appears in both the wall-to-wall corpora (Table 4.2 
and Figure 4.1) is preliminary evidence which suggests that like personal letters and 
Bulletin Board electronic messages, Facebook wall-to-wall conversations are 
characterised by informality and spontaneity. More research into other indicators of 
involvement such as contractions, hedges, and amplifiers is required to confirm that 
the Facebook wall-to-wall is indeed an example of ‘involved’ discourse.  
 
PERSONAL PRONOUNS UNIL USYD 
1st Person Singular N =1158 | 43.7% N = 1640 | 45.5% 
1st Person Plural N= 243 | 9.2% N = 198 | 5.5% 
2nd Person (Singular and Plural) N = 730 | 27.6% N = 1115 | 30.9% 
3rd Person (Singular and Plural) N = 518 | 19.6% N = 653  | 18.1% 
TOTAL 2649 3606 
Figure 4.1 Distribution of personal pronouns in UNIL and USYD corpora 
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4.3 Vocatives  
4.3.1 Quantity and Frequency 
The UNIL corpus contained 244 vocatives, and the USYD corpus 245. The density of 
the vocatives was higher in the UNIL sample when measured against both number of 
words and number of wall posts. There is a frequency of 13.34 vocatives per 1000 
words in the UNIL corpus, with 40% of wall posts in the UNIL corpus containing a 
vocative. The USYD corpus has a frequency of 9.52 vocatives per 1000 words, with 
32% of wall posts containing a vocative.  
 
Table 4.6 compares the frequency of vocatives per 1000 words in the wall-to-wall 
corpora to other corpus-based studies on vocatives in everyday spoken interaction 
(Leech 1999; McCarthy & O'Keefe 2003).  
Table 4.6 Comparison of vocative distribution across various corpora 
 
While the UNIL corpus has a higher frequency of vocatives than the USYD corpus, it 
is notable that both of the wall-to-wall corpora display a higher frequency of 
vocatives per 1000 words than the spoken corpora.21  
 
A possible explanation for this is that sequences of spoken conversations carry on 
longer than sequences in Facebook wall-to-wall conversations, that is, they contain 
many more conversational turns. In addition, turns on Facebook may consist of a 
higher number of words. Vocatives are used primarily in the opening turns of a 
spoken conversation but then abandoned in later turns as the conversation unfolds, 
whereas on Facebook wall-to-wall conversations, where the sequences are quite short, 
                                                
21 It is to be remembered that the studies use different definitions of ‘vocative’. For example, Leech discounts locutions such as 
You bastard, whereas the present study includes them. 
 
STUDY 
 
CORPUS 
 
WORDS 
 
VOCATIVES 
Frequency per 
1000 words 
Leech 1999 Longman AmE 47,934 228 4.76 
Leech 1999 Longman BrE 51,722 180 3.12 
McCarthy & O’Keefe 
2003 
Liveline Radio 
Phone-Ins 
55,000 232 4.22 
 
This study 
Facebook Wall-to-
Walls [total] 
USYD 
UNIL 
43,913 
____ 
25,618 
18,295 
489 
____ 
245 
244 
11.14 
____ 
9.52 
13.34 
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each time a new sequence begins opening rituals such as greetings incorporating 
vocatives are employed. Section 4.3.3.2 will expand on this point by outlining the 
distribution of vocatives in sequence turns.  
4.3.2 Types and Forms 
A quantitative consideration of the types and forms of vocatives in the wall-to-wall 
corpora will now be undertaken. Of the 489 vocatives, about two-thirds of vocatives 
(65%) were of the non name type, while 35% were personal names, as illustrated in 
Table 4.7.  
Table 4.7 Distribution of vocative types in the UNIL and the USYD corpora 
VOCATIVES: TYPE UNIL USYD TOTAL 
Personal Name N= 67 | 27% N=103 | 42% N=170 | 35% 
Non Name N=177| 73% N=142 | 58% N=319 | 65% 
TOTAL 244 245 489 
 
There was a higher percentage of non name vocatives in the UNIL corpus (73%) than 
in the USYD corpus (58%), and a higher percentage of personal name vocatives in 
the USYD corpus (42%) than in the UNIL corpus (27%). The difference in these 
results is significant (p<0.001). The results suggest that UNIL participants have a 
preference for the use of non name vocatives, while USYD participants have a 
preference for the use of personal name vocatives. Nevertheless, it is important to 
note that there are more non names than personal names in both corpora.  
 
Figure 4.2 Distribution of vocative types in the UNIL and the USYD corpora 
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4.3.2.1 Personal Names 
First names comprised 160 of the total 170 personal names. Table 4.5 tracks the 
number of individual personal name vocatives, sorted into names and derivatives. 
Table 4.5 Personal name vocatives22 
                                                
22 The names here are pseudonyms, and name tokens in the corpora have been modified accordingly, with an aim to preserve any 
puns and word play in the process. 
UNIL   USYD   
PERSONAL NAME REFERENT # PERSONAL NAME REFERENT # 
Name 
édith 
Caroline 
Monica 
Alfonse 
Bryan 
Nicolas 
Aimée 
Mario 
emilee 
Mélodie 
Rachel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Derivative of Name 
(ma) Cass 
bubu 
Moni 
caporal 
mc 
Pat Pat 
 
Name + Adjective 
(bella) Rachel (bella) 
(ma petite) romy 
petite Martine 
 
Édith Neville 
Caroline Singe 
Monica Moreau 
Alfonse Bonnet 
Bryan Molyneux 
Nicolas Bugeron 
Aimée Devallais 
Mario Mitkovic 
Emily Blanc 
Mélodie d’Or 
Rachel LeFevre 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Caroline Singe 
Nicolas Bugeron 
Monica Moreau 
Martine Capal 
Martine Capal 
Patrick maigny 
 
 
Rachel LeFevre 
Romaine CdeG 
Martine Capal 
 
13 
1 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
19 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
 
 
2 
1 
1 
Name 
Andy 
Jane 
Lulu 
Tim 
Thom 
Emily 
rajesh 
Kat 
Nicholas 
Nate 
Alicia 
Michael 
Eliza Francesca Notting 
rebecca 
Philip 
mr walker 
Ms. T. Doolie 
 
 
Derivative of Name 
Taz 
bec 
flem (-dog / -features) 
micky-v 
Nick 
lizzy 
Em 
Chewbecca 
Jan Solo 
manni 
Man man 
philius 
reim 
phil 
droves 
v bags 
viv 
Thom Thom 
Thom K 
Tkan 
bassi 
 
Andy Walker 
Jane Philipson 
Lulu Kleins 
Tim P. Davidson 
Thom Kandinsky 
Emily M. Firth 
Rajesh Patel 
Kat Lane 
Nicholas Williamson 
Nate McDougal 
Alicia Waldorf 
Michael Valiant 
Eliza Notting 
Rebecca Tan 
Philip Reimer 
Andy Walker 
Tanya Doolie 
 
 
 
Tanya Doolie 
Rebecca Tan 
Emily M. Firth 
Michael Valiant 
Nicholas Williamson 
Eliza Notting 
Emily M. Firth 
Rebecca Tan 
Janice Carter 
Manuela Nott 
Manuela Nott 
Philip Reimer 
Philip Reimer 
Philip Reimer 
Campbell Drover 
Vivienne Hogan 
Vivienne Hogan 
Thom Kandinsky 
Thom Kandinsky 
Thom Kandinsky 
Bassam Sabbagh 
 
29 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
 
 
 
4 
4 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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This table highlights that while there were fewer individuals in the USYD corpus 
(N=28) than in the UNIL corpus (N=40), they tended to receive more personal names 
as well as more variations on their personal names – for example Emily M. Firth is 
addressed as Emily, Em, flem, Flemdog and flem-features, Philip Reimer is addressed 
as Philip, Phil, philius and Thom Kandinsky received Thom, Thom K, Thom Thom 
and Tkan.  
 
It is interesting to note that both Tanya from the USYD corpus and Caroline from the 
UNIL corpus are actually more frequently referred to by derivatives of their names, 
Taz and Cass respectively, than by a full version of their first names. The names listed 
on their Facebook profiles, however, are their official names. Conversely, Andy, Tim 
and Thom are derivatives of the names Andrew, Timothy and Thomas respectively, 
but these men actually list the shortened version of their names on their Facebook 
profiles. Presumably these shortened versions serve the same function as someone 
who is officially Bryan, and always called Bryan.  
 
Table 4.13 displays examples from both corpora detailing how personal names are 
modified. Where names are shortened, suffixed with an /-i/ sound (with various 
orthographies: /-i/ /-y/ /-ee/ /-ii/), these means of modification can indicate smallness, 
which functions as an endearment. Similarly a /-z/ or /-s/ can indicate familiarity 
(Wierzbicka 1986). Further, the adjective petite is attested alongside names in the 
UNIL corpus. Reduplication, as in Man man (short for Manuela), Thom thom (short 
for Thomas), bubu (short for Bugeron, a surname) and Pat Pat (short for Patrick) 
equally has an endearing quality. Finally, the use of a possessive pronoun such as ma 
can reinforce the sense of friendship, emphasising that the recipient of the vocative 
has a specific tie to the speaker.  
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Table 4.13 Examples of name modification  
 
 
4.3.2.2 Non Names 
Of non name vocatives, the majority were endearing or familiarising in nature. There 
were some instances of insulting or deferential vocatives. Fourteen non name 
vocatives were double-marked as either insults or deference with endearing or 
familiarising qualities.  
 
NAME MODIFICATION UNIL USYD 
Shortening 
 
 
 
Caro 
Pat Pat 
bubu 
Nick 
bec 
BEC 
Becca 
Em 
Man man 
reim 
droves 
viv 
phil 
Stressed Syllable + /-i/ Moni 
emiliee!!! 
bassi 
Lizzy 
micky-v 
mannii 
Stressed Syllable + /-z/ or /-s/ Cass 
 
droves 
Taz 
 
Initials 
mc Ms. T. Doolie 
micky-v 
Tom K 
TKan 
v bags 
Adjective 
 
bella Rachel! 
Rachel bella! 
ma ptite romy... 
petite Martine 
 
Possessive pronoun 
 
ma Cass 
ma ptite romy... 
 
Word Play 
 
caporal 
mission accomplie, mc 
flem 
Chewbecca 
Jan Solo 
phillius 
Emily, Emilou Emilie. The 
apple of my eye 
Reduplication 
 
bubu 
Pat Pat 
Man man 
Thom thom 
Lexical Suffixes 
 
 flem-features 
Flemdog 
v bags 
Rhyme  Emily, Emilou Emilie. The 
apple of my eye 
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Table 4.8 Distribution of vocative forms in the UNIL and the USYD corpora 
 
Table 4.9 tracks the quantities of non name vocative tokens in the two corpora. There 
are 59 individual non name vocatives tokens in the UNIL corpus and 55 in the USYD 
corpus.  
Table 4.9 Non Name Vocative Tokens23 
UNIL   USYD   
NON NAME #  Dyads # NON NAME # Dyads # 
tonton 29 1 man 20 4 
bella / ma belle 16 7 dude 12 3 
(ma) poule(tte) 8 4 you (there) 7 2 
(sale / gros / pauvre) con(-nard) 8 3 (my) lovely  6 3 
(sale / grosse) pute / putain (… de merde) 6 2 (lovely/darling/my dear/m’) boy 6 3 
Edwige Feuillère (or variation) 6 1 toot 6 1 
(mon / petit) gars 5 2 bi(a)tch (-cakes) 6 3 
miss 5 3 ho (-bag / -sisters) 5 1 
mec 4 3 (little) darling 4 3 
(mon) chéri / cara mia 4 2 (my) dear(-ie) 4 3 
(mon) gros 4 2 pook(-ims / -ie) 4 1 
(espèce de petit) enculé (de merde) 4 2 (my / muffin) love 4 2 
(ma tite) Schtroumpf/-ette (toute bleue) 4 2 baby (-cakes) 3 2 
lady 4 1 (lovely/young/sexy) lady 3 2 
(mon/ma chère/l’) ami/e (virtuelle) 4 3 (baby) girl  2 1 
chaton 3 1 kiddo 2 2 
(Lieber / sale) gipsy / gitan (de merde) 3 2 roomie 2 2 
(mon / beau) Doyen 3 1 lover 2 1 
(mon) pote 2 1 wife(y) 2 1 
prick 2 1 (my / lady) friend 2 1 
pd 2 2 honey 2 2 
dude 2 2 (you) hobo 2 1 
choupi(nette) 2 2 (you silly / lucky) bugger 2 2 
lover 2 1 (good) sir 2 2 
docteur 2 1 beautiful 1 1 
(ma) grand(-e) 2 2 matey 1 1 
vieille pive 2 1 bud 1 1 
Tchif / chef 2 2 my little bee 1 1 
bitch 1 1 Anthropologist 1 1 
(mon) homme 1 1 sugar plum 1 1 
girl 1 1 smokes 1 1 
petit ours 1 1 nigha 1 1 
boy 1 1 collegio 1 1 
chica 1 1 The apple of my eye 1 1 
vieille merde 1 1 snot face 1 1 
                                                
23 See also Appendix B, for a list of vocative tokens and types appearing in each conversational dyad, as well as Appendix C, for 
English translations of the French vocatives. 
VOCATIVES: FORM UNIL USYD TOTAL 
Endearment/Familiariser 132 117 249 
Insult 39 25 64 
Deference 9 11 20 
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mon vieux 1 1 ma puce 1 1 
sweetheart 1 1 doll 1 1 
cocotte 1 1 missy 1 1 
you kram eater 1 1 my chicken 1 1 
mon frérot 1 1 punk 1 1 
frangine 1 1 you darling internet geek… 1 1 
petite soeur 1 1 harpee 1 1 
ivrogne de merde 1 1 you goose 1 1 
déchet de la société 1 1 you nerd 1 1 
sac à foutre 1 1 my little ray of sunshine 1 1 
yougo de merde 1 1 fuckos 1 1 
gros sac de tessinois 1 1 sassy black maid 1 1 
ma schlampel 1 1 my sweet 1 1 
vieux crooner 1 1 asswipe 1 1 
ma rock star 1 1 my soon-to-be-bride 1 1 
la star du rasoir 1 1 Madam Treasurer 1 1 
ma petite sciouuuu 1 1 little cutie pie 1 1 
très chère oefienne 1 1 Al 1 1 
P'tit marrant 1 1 judge 1 1 
bayby 1 1 idol 1 1 
chibre partner 1 1    
grand type 1 1    
évangéliste de chez le sous-sol 1 1    
vieux ramasseur de poubelle 1 1    
 
For the French speakers, the seven most common non name vocatives were variations 
on belle, poule, con, putain, mec, ami and miss.24 For the English speakers, man, 
dude, darling, dear, lovely, boy and bitch were the seven most common. These 
vocatives appeared in three or more different conversational dyads. It is also 
interesting to note the vocative tokens which had a high frequency, but appeared in 
only one conversational dyad, such as tonton and Edwige Feuillère variations from 
the UNIL corpus; and hobag and pookims from the USYD corpus. These are in-group 
terms which are discussed qualitatively in the following chapter. Furthermore, the 
high number of non name tokens which appeared only once could also be an indicator 
of the presence of in-group terms or in-jokes.   
 
In summary, both corpora displayed a predominance of non name vocatives in the 
forms of endearments or familiarisers, and personal name vocatives which were for 
the most part first names. Further, there was a trend towards in-group terms within the 
non name vocatives. Finally, enthusiasm or positive sentiments were displayed either 
                                                
24 While the most frequently occurring vocative token in the UNIL corpus was in fact tonton, it was not counted as a common 
vocative since it only appeared in one conversation. The 29 instances of tonton in the conversation between Bryan and Adriano 
may explain why there are more non-name vocatives in the UNIL corpus (N=177) than in the USYD corpus (N=142). 
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through the modification of personal names or through expressive orthography. Thus 
vocatives in the context of a Facebook wall-to-wall conversation primarily seem to 
have the interpersonal function of maintaining the social relation of friendship – a 
relationship of equality, intimacy and solidarity.  
4.3.3 Position  
4.3.3.1 In Sentences 
An examination of the sentence position of vocatives will now be undertaken. In total, 
58% of vocatives were left-detached, meaning that they appeared either stand-alone, 
at the start of a sentence or preceded only by a greeting equivalent to ‘Hello’ (Table 
4.11).  
Table 4.11 Distribution of the sentence position of vocatives in the UNIL and the USYD 
corpora 
 
As illustrated in Figure 4.3, the relative proportion of left-detached over right-
detached was much higher for the USYD corpus than for the UNIL corpus. For 
USYD, there was 1.6 times more left-detached vocatives than right-detached 
vocatives, while for UNIL, there was only 1.2 times more left-detached vocatives 
than right-detached vocatives. These results are significant (p<0.05). This indicates a 
difference in preference for the use of left- and right-detached vocatives between the 
two groups. Nevertheless, it is important to note that in both corpora there are more 
left-detached vocatives than right-detached vocatives overall, as illustrated in Figure 
4.3.  
VOCATIVES: SENTENCE POSITION UNIL USYD TOTAL 
Left-detached N=131 | 54% N=151 | 64% N=282 | 58% 
Right-detached N=113 | 46% N=94  | 36% N=207 | 42% 
TOTAL 244 245 489 
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Figure 4.3 Distribution of the sentence position of vocatives in the UNIL and the USYD 
corpora 
  
The majority of left-detached vocatives could be due to the fact that the Facebook 
wall-to-wall conversation, as a written form of communication, is similar to other 
genres of written correspondence such as emails and letters. It is certain that anyone 
engaging in Facebook wall-to-wall conversations has had prior experience of 
computer-mediated communication through the mode of email, since a valid email 
address is required to set up an account on the site. 
 
Opening sequences incorporating vocatives are a feature of written correspondence. 
Crystal’s findings concerning email openings (2006: 106) revealed that two-thirds of 
500 email samples from personal acquaintances of the author contained a greeting, 
and of these the three most frequent greetings (in order) were Dear David, David and 
Hi David. These all contain a vocative, moreover, a first-name vocative. However, the 
greetings ‘Dear + Vocative’ and ‘Cher/Chère + Vocative’ as ways of opening a 
message were not attested in the wall-to-wall corpora. The most common message 
openers were ‘Hey’, ‘Hello’, ‘coucou’, ‘salut’, ‘Hi’ and ‘heya’, reflecting a more 
informal, spoken-like style than that of letters and emails.  
 
Table 4.12 shows the sentence position of the vocative with reference to its type in 
both corpora. The number of left-detached vocatives is relatively evenly distributed 
across personal name (N=126) and non name (N=156) types. Conversely, there is a 
large number of right-detached vocatives which are non names (N=163) compared to 
the number of right-detached vocatives which are personal names (N=44). Lambrecht 
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suggests that vocatives in the right-detached position signal the continuation of an 
already established relation. Thus the high proportion of right-detached vocatives 
which are non names reinforces the notion of a relationship-enhancing function.  
 
Table 4.12 Quantities of Vocative Types in Sentence Position 
Left-detached UNIL USYD TOTAL 
Personal name N=49 | 37% N=77 | 51% N=126 | 45% 
Non name N=82 | 63% N=74 | 49% N=156 | 55% 
TOTAL 131 151 282 
    
Right-detached UNIL USYD TOTAL 
Personal name N=18 | 16% N=26 | 28% N=44  | 21% 
Non name N=95 | 84% N=68 | 72% N=163 | 79% 
TOTAL 113 94 207 
 
However, the predominance of left-detached vocatives overall does not exclude a 
social function. All vocatives in these corpora are concerned with maintaining or 
strengthening relationships. In a Facebook wall-to-wall conversation, the person 
wishing to contribute a wall post navigates to the profile of the intended addressee in 
order to compose and post their message. The addressee being obvious, any vocatives 
employed cannot exclusively have organisational functions such as calling to gain 
their attention, or selecting the next speaker among many potential speakers. 
Communicating in this way provides an opportunity for the enhancement of the 
relationship between interlocutors through vocative use. 
4.3.3.2 In Sequences 
Sequences may be conceived of as small bouts of conversation within the entire 
conversational history of the wall-to-wall. They are made up of several turns, each 
wall post constituting one turn. The proportional distribution of vocatives in turns of 
sequence is similar in the two corpora (Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.4 Distribution of vocatives in sequence turns 
 
 
The majority of vocatives appeared in first turns of sequence in both the USYD and 
the UNIL corpora, with 61% of vocatives from UNIL and 56% of vocatives from 
USYD appearing in an initiating turn. In second and third turns a similar distribution 
is once again demonstrated, with 26% of vocatives from UNIL and 23% of vocatives 
from USYD appearing in a second turn and 10% of vocatives from both UNIL and 
USYD appearing in a third turn.  
4.4 Conclusion 
The two corpora of Facebook wall-to-walls are of a similar size and both represent 
conversations engaged in by university student participants. There were slightly more 
non name and right-detached vocatives in the UNIL corpus than in the USYD corpus, 
and slightly more personal name and left-detached vocatives in the USYD corpus 
than in the UNIL corpus. Nevertheless, the fact that both corpora demonstrated more 
non name vocatives than personal name vocatives, and more left-detached vocatives 
than right-detached vocatives is important. Furthermore, the high frequency of 
vocatives per 1000 words in both corpora and the parallel distributions of pronominal 
forms as well as of vocatives at the sequential level are key similarities. 
 
The first indicator of a trend towards solidarity was the preference for T pronominal 
address in the UNIL corpus. This was reinforced by the predominant use of first 
names in both the USYD and the UNIL corpora.  
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In addition to this, there was a majority of non name vocatives in both corpora. 
Davies (1994) suggests that non names have a high expressive value in that they can 
impart a level of informality between speaker and addressee greater than that of the 
use of first names. Further, non names carry a semantic description of the addressee, 
allowing the speaker to express feelings for and about that person. Since the majority 
of non name vocatives in the corpora were endearments and familiarisers, it appears 
that positive politeness is at play within Facebook wall-to-wall conversations, in 
which interlocutors establish informal and close relationships by imparting good 
feelings about each other. There was also a high number of non name vocative tokens 
appearing only once, as well as certain forms with a high recurrence in single dyads, 
which points to the establishment and maintenance of in-group membership through 
vocative use.  
 
These elements are in line with the fact that wall-to-wall conversations are held 
between Facebook Friends who are extending their offline ties in an online context. A 
friendship between university students who share a similar age and occupation is a 
relationship of equality and solidarity and is likely to call for positive politeness 
strategies which seek to establish intimacy, mutual acceptance and belonging. 
 
By extension, the insulting and deferential vocatives which are attested in the corpora 
may be understood as instances of inversion, in which positive politeness is achieved 
by a mock use of alternative strategies of linguistic politeness such as impoliteness or 
negative politeness. This introduces an aspect of humour to the conversation, 
allowing participants to bond over a shared play frame and establish or enhance their 
positive faces through in-group membership. However, the potential for 
“misunderstandings and/or misfires” within conversational joking is noted by Boxer 
and Cortés-Conde (1997), in which there is a great risk of face-loss if the humour is 
not understood by all interlocutors. Thus, while inversion can be a profound way of 
enacting friendship, the potential threat to face is quite weighty, which perhaps 
explains that vocatives in the form of mock impoliteness and mock deference are in 
the minority in these corpora.   
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The next chapter will delve into a qualitative analysis of vocatives in Facebook wall-
to-wall conversations, deepening the understanding of the relationship between 
vocative form, position and function and the joint expression of Friendship by 
interlocutors in this communicative context.  
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5. QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS 
5.1 Introduction 
Vocatives provide a useful indicator of the relationship between interlocutors, as 
McCarthy and O’Keefe highlight (2003: 154). They reveal how speakers feel about 
and relate to their addressees. This chapter will extend from the quantitative findings 
outlined in the previous chapter, examining the vocatives in the contexts in which 
they are used. The vocatives will be considered qualitatively through the lens of a 
combined model of Linguistic Politeness, drawing from Brown and Levinson (1987), 
Kerbrat-Orecchioni (1992; 2002; 2006) and Culpeper (1996). Their type, form, 
sentence position and orthography will be taken into account alongside the linguistic 
environment of the wall post and sequence in which they appear. This approach 
broadens the scope of the quantitative analysis, because contextual and situational 
factors such as gender, language and who is addressing whom all play a significant 
role in understanding the linguistic choices made by interlocutors as they enhance 
their relationships through vocatives.  
 
Extracts of wall-to-wall conversations from both corpora have been selected to 
illustrate the ways in which vocatives are used in interaction. I will begin by 
investigating how positive politeness is achieved (section 5.2), with a focus on 
personal names, familiarisers and endearments and the display of in-group interests 
through vocative usage and reciprocation. Next, alternative means of realising 
positive politeness are studied in section 5.3, including mock impoliteness, mock 
deference and hyper intimacy. Finally, section 5.4 examines the phenomenon of 
multiple naming, whereby a variation of vocatives is possible within individual dyads. 
Throughout this discussion, the reciprocation of vocatives in sequence and the 
continued use of certain vocatives as wall-to-wall conversations unfold over time will 
be noted.  
 
The trends uncovered suggest that vocatives in Facebook wall-to-wall conversations 
conducted by students from both the University of Sydney and the University of 
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Lausanne contribute to the enhancement of offline friendships as they are reaffirmed 
online. Interlocutors in wall-to-wall conversational dyads work jointly to create 
specific norms and to develop a mutual understanding of what is appropriate for their 
friendship. It will be shown that playfulness and humour are frequently associated 
with the use of vocatives in the wall-to-wall conversation, which is a communicative 
context conducive to play and display since it is visible to a special public of mutual 
friends. The creative nature of the vocatives in the corpora is summarised in section 
5.5. 
5.2 Positive Politeness 
5.2.1 Introduction 
This section will discuss the role of vocatives in the performance of positive 
politeness, examining the type, form and sentence position of vocatives to provide an 
understanding of their function. The vocatives will be considered within the three-
fold context in which they appear – the individual wall post; the sequence of wall 
posts and within the wall-to-wall conversation. The reciprocation of vocatives in 
sequence is thus an important starting point. The reciprocation of address is an 
important way of confirming the projected relationship between two interlocutors, 
because the mutual exchange of similar vocatives can be seen as an expression of 
equality and sameness, contributing to the achievement of positive politeness and in-
group membership.  
5.2.2 Personal Names 
Quantitatively, Personal Names are used 1.5 more times in full or in a modified form 
in the USYD corpus than in the UNIL corpus, which is why more examples from the 
USYD corpus have been included in this section.  
 
Vocatives of the Personal Name type in the wall-to-wall corpora were predominantly 
in the form of First Names. This reflects relationships of familiarity and solidarity, 
both of which are important factors in the achievement of positive politeness, as 
Nevala (2004) outlines. Wood and Kroger (1991) note that the mutual exchange of 
First Names in English can signal belonging between the speaker and the hearer, 
since it establishes a sense of similarity and equality between the interlocutors.  
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Examples 5.1 and 5.2 illustrate how First Name vocatives are used between Facebook 
Friends.  
Example 5.1 
 
The first example sees Tanya complimenting Jane on her profile photo, which may be 
understood as a Face Flattering Act. This panders to Jane’s positive face and her 
desire for approval. In the first name vocative associated with the compliment, Tanya 
has ignored conventions of orthography by omitting a capital letter in the vocative 
jane!, which may have a subtle familiarising or endearing visual effect, especially 
since she took the time to use a capital letter in signing her own name. Jane thanks 
Tanya for the compliment, confirming her acceptance of the flattery by calling Tanya 
by a familarised form of her first name, Taz, which is how Tanya has signed off. In 
both cases the vocatives are right-detached, which suggests they are reinforcing a 
previously established relationship. Tanya’s use of an invented term, summer-o-
funner in the first wall post makes reference to information shared by Jane and her 
and thus confirms an in-group relationship. Moreover, Jane’s triplicate expression of 
love emphasises her positive feeling towards Tanya. The reciprocation of first names 
in association with Face Flattering Acts, in-group references and expressions of love 
helps to reinforce the performance of positive politeness between two friends.  
 
First name vocatives are equally exchanged between Monica and Rachel from the 
UNIL corpus (Example 5.2). Here, Monica has employed multiple typographical 
resources in order to enhance the salience of her vocative, including capital letters, 
holding down the ‘L’ key and many exclamation marks. 
Tanya Doolie  
nice photo jane! […] hope summer-o-funner is kicking arse! Taz 
09 January 2008 at 17:02    
 
Jane Philipson 
Thanks Taz! Yeah, it is a good photo. […] love love love!! JP 
10 January 2008 at 10:12    
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Example 5.2 
 
Being a left-detached vocative, it enacts a calling or summoning function. This is 
coupled with the relationship-enhancing function marked by enthusiasm embedded 
within the vocative in the form of expressive orthography.  This vocative is the 
subject of an imperative clause – résèrve ton jeudi, c’est obligé!, which acts as an 
offer from Monica to hang out together in Geneva on Thursday. As an invitation, it 
has the effect of attending to Rachel’s positive face and desire for belonging, and is 
enhanced by the enthusiasm expressed by Monica not only through the vocative 
RACHELLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL!!!!!!!!!! but also through her choice to structure 
the offer as an imperative underpinned by other obligating clauses such as c’est obligé 
and si tu peux pas… mais t’as pas le droit.  
 
In her reply, Rachel also uses an exclamation mark on a left-detached vocative 
following the greeting Coucou. In this wall post, she confirms the invitation with J’ai 
réservé jeudi pour vous!!, her double exclamation mark here mirroring (albeit to a 
somewhat lesser extent) the sense of enthusiasm proffered by Monica. This sequence 
between Monica and Rachel shows the usefulness of Facebook wall posts for 
organising outings with friends, an instrumental use which is frequently coupled with 
the possibility of relationship enhancement. For example, Monica and Rachel’s 
offline connection is reaffirmed online via their wall-to-wall conversation in which 
they plan and discuss offline events. Moreover the form and reciprocation of 
vocatives used by them in this process contributes to the expression of their 
sentiments about each other, which encompass enthusiasm and familiarity. 
Monica Moreau 
RACHELLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL!!!!!!!!!! résèrve ton jeudi, c'est obligé! previens-nous 
si tu peux pas... mais t'as pas le droit!!!! Gros poutous 
November 9, 2008 at 3:47pm 
 
Rachel LeFevre 
Coucou Monica! 
J'ai réservé jeudi pour vous!! On se voit où et quand? Comme je l'ai écrit à Véro, je serai 
disponible dès env 17h à Genève! Je serai en fait à Genève à 16h, mais j'ai un rendez-vous 
jusqu'à 17h... 
bisous, 
Rachel 
November 9, 2008 at 5:01pm  
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Example 5.3 
 
In Example 5.3, Campbell and Philip express solidarity by addressing each other with 
shortened forms of each other’s surnames, reim and droves25. Campbell addresses 
Philip in French, even though this is a sequence from the USYD corpus. He informs 
Philip of the high mark he received in the grammar test, thanking Philip for his much-
needed help. The switch to French highlights shared in-group knowledge of another 
language, while also serving to reinforce the good results achieved in the French 
exam and subtly providing face flattery to both himself (by displaying his proficiency 
in French) and to Philip (who helped Campbell to improve his French). Philip 
responds to the thanks with any time droves, reciprocating the vocative formation 
initiated by Campbell in the preceding wall post, but also commenting on it – ha like 
a drove of cattle….. sorry. life and uni has shot my creativity. This comment shows 
Philip’s awareness of the need for creative display, especially in the context of a wall-
to-wall conversation which is visible to a public of mutual friends. Any distancing 
effect resulting from the use of surname vocatives is countered by their hypocoristic 
form and the lack of capital letters. These are clearly personal name vocatives which 
express solidarity through the mutual application of word play. 
 
Finally, Rebecca and Janice also engage in a creative word play of each other’s first 
names in Example 5.4. 
Example 5.4 
Campbell Drover 
hey reim alors, je viens de rendre compte que j'ai eu 83.5% en grammaire. merci de ton 
aide, j'en ai eu besoin! 
12 June 2008 at 19:02 
 
Philip J. Reimer 
any time droves...  ha like a drove of cattle..... sorry. life and uni has shot my creativity. 
meh. 
14 June 2008 at 14:44    
Rebecca Tan 
Good night Jan Solo. 
05 June at 00:14  
 
Janice Carter 
Safe working, Chewbecca. 
05 June at 08:53  
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Their use of Jan Solo and Chewbecca in this sequence, which resemble the names of 
Star Wars characters Han Solo and Chewbacca, reflects a past creative word play 
which originally took place in an offline context26. In reciprocating them online, they 
are not only enacting the friendship shared by the fictional characters, but 
strengthening their own friendship by extension through in-group references to a 
shared joke which originated offline. The reciprocation is not limited to the 
formulation of the vocative, but also occurs in the structure of each wall post, both of 
which incorporate well wishes, Good night and Safe working, followed by a vocative. 
The mutual application of word play in this example incorporates cultural references, 
achieving this in a humorous way. 
 
In this section we have seen how for both the Swiss students and the Australian 
students the reciprocation of Personal Name vocatives can contribute to the 
maintenance and enhancement of friendship. The formulations of the vocatives 
explored here include first names which are shortened to indicate endearment or 
lengthened orthographically to indicate prosody, hypocorisms of surnames, informal 
orthography and word play incorporating cultural and in-group references. They 
appear alongside Face Flattering Acts, invitations and acceptances, thanking and well 
wishes. Combined with strategies designed to boost in-group membership such as 
displaying offline connections and code-switching, Personal Name vocatives form an 
important part of the continual reaffirmation of existing friendships through Facebook 
wall-to-wall conversations.  
5.2.3 Familiarisers and Endearments 
In the quantitative analysis presented in the previous chapter, it was shown that 
familiarisers and endearments were the most common semantic forms of non name 
vocatives. The familiariser tokens man and dude appeared in several conversations in 
the USYD corpus, while the most common endearment token was ma belle/bella in 
the UNIL corpus. Further, the familiariser tonton which appeared 29 times in one 
conversation from the UNIL corpus will be examined. The following examples will 
                                                
25 These names, as well as associated puns have been transferred for the protection of participant identity. 
26 Personal communication with participants. 
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demonstrate how these particular endearments and familiarisers are used and 
reciprocated in sequence.  
Example 5.5 
 
In Example 5.5, Tim and Andy reciprocate the familiariser dude. In this conversation 
dude is used 9 times, meaning that it is an accepted form of address between these 
two conversational participants, and its use over time contributes to the maintenance 
of their friendship.  
 
Here, Tim has to cancel the scheduled man-time with Andy, which is potentially face 
threatening to both Andy and himself. Tim uses the vocative dude twice to soften this, 
once in the left-detached position (the opening of the wall post) and another in the 
right-detached position, immediately following the apology. Moreover, Tim 
reproaches himself for his usual bad planning. Andy’s reciprocation with the same 
vocative dude indicates there is no harm done. He follows with a mock insult, Playing 
computer games is cooler than you anyway, perhaps to defuse the threat to his 
positive face of Tim’s cancellation of their man-time; or to playfully extend Tim’s 
self-reproach seen in the first wall post.  
 
Reciprocation of familiarising vocatives in sequence is equally seen in the UNIL 
corpus. In Example 5.6, Jacopo and Thibaut exchange the familiarising term tonton. 
In the three wall posts of this sequence, the vocative follows or precedes the 
compliments t’es un lover and tu es le doyen. 
 
 
Tim P. Davidson  
Hey dude I’ve just realised that i have tickets to the theatre tonight so I’m not around 
tonight. Sorry dude, forgive my usual bad planning.  But, i will however be there on 
Friday (fashionably late after work), and there to see you rock the house on Saturday :) 
23 September 2008 at 15:17 
 
Andy Walker 
That’s alright dude. Playing computer games all night is cooler than you anyway. I 
ordered “The Ister” and it should arrive soon... so hopefully we should be able to get some 
man-time happening next week so that we can watch it. 
23 September 2008 at 19:09 
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Example 5.6 
Jacopo Carlucci  
t'es un lover tonton! THE lover of bang bang club :D 
25 November 2008 at 21:48 
 
Thibaut Pomeroy  
tonton tu es le doyen, tu resteras le doyen et tes enfants seront les doyens!!! 
26 November 2008 at 02:51 
 
Jacopo Carlucci 
tonton t'es un lover et tu va toujours l'être! La FTTL te remercie pour tes services au 
sein du profit de la faculté! 
26 November 2008 at 07:33   
 
Both Face Flattering Acts are reinforced by a second phrase which ensures that the 
addressee will forever be either a lover or le doyen, Thibaut going so far as to say that 
even Jacopo’s children seront les doyens!!!. This reciprocation not only of the 
vocative but also of Face Flattering Acts illustrates how the conversational 
participants are jointly attending to each other’s positive face wants. This is supported 
by the constant use of the term tonton, which serves to constantly highlight that they 
are members of the same in-group. The enhancement of their rapport is augmented by 
compliments, an activity which is undertaken in tandem.  
 
Throughout the entire wall-to-wall conversation between Thibaut and Jacopo there 
are many uses of the term tonton, which for them and their group of friends is a 
familiarising term marking their in-group membership. When asked to explain why 
this term was used so often in their conversation, Jacopo said that 
“Eheh en effet c'est pas utilisé pour "oncle" ;) 
On utilise tonton entre notre groupe d'amis, c'est comment dire "mon pote" disons, seulement 
que on l'utilise seulement entre nous... Si j'arrive vers Thibaut et je lui dis "Ils sont où les 
tontons?" il comprend que je cherche tous les autres … ”27 
Tonton is used frequently as an addressing vocative, but sometimes to refer to the 
group as a whole or individual members of it. There are references to Tonton Indiana, 
and the terms appears to be employed much the same way as the word ‘Comrade’ in 
Australian English socialist circles. The term tonton appears 38 times in this wall-to-
wall conversation, and of these instances 29 are vocatives. Moreover the term is not 
                                                
27 Personal communication with participant via Facebook Message.  
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found in any of the other conversations in the corpus. The vocative tonton is quite 
over-represented as a vocative due to its prolific use by these participants, which 
could explain why the UNIL corpus appears to have a higher count of non name 
vocatives. 
 
While familiarising vocatives appear to be used by male participants to address males, 
endearments are more commonly utilised by females to address females. The 
endearment ma belle occurs 11 times in the UNIL corpus, 9 instances of which occur 
in the wall-to-wall between Fiona Dohner and Odette Grunwald, and two of which 
occur in the conversation between Cécile Michel and Kirste Fiedler. Further, the 
vocative bella occurs 7 times in the UNIL corpus in conversations between female 
participants, and twice as an adjective modifying a first name vocative. The 
endearments ma belle and bella are Face Flattering Acts in themselves, allowing the 
speaker to express a positive attitude about and towards the recipient of the vocative. 
They attend to the individual’s positive face need for approval by others, in this case 
by assigning the addressee the quality of being beautiful.  
Example 5.7 
 
In Example 5.7, the vocative ma belle is used by Fiona and Odette to express positive 
feelings about one another. Here, ma belle appears in the left-detached position, 
following the opening salutation Salut in Odette’s wall post. Equally, this vocative 
appears in the right-detached position as it follows the closing greeting bisoubisou 
(‘kiss kiss’) in Fiona’s wall post. The association of vocatives with opening and 
closing sequences demonstrates that they play an important role in the ritualistic parts 
of conversation which are vital for the maintenance of harmonious social relations. 
This sequence is interesting because nearly one month has passed before Odette has 
replied to Fiona’s post, the delay in time before their last contact being a potential 
threat to their rapport. Odette’s use of the vocative employed by Fiona in the last post 
Fiona Dohner 
coucou! ca va bien et toi? moi c'est boulot boulot... […] bisoubisou ma belle 
31 May 2008 at 09:22 
 
Odette Grunwald 
Salut ma belle!! alors enfin en vacances??? on va se boire un verre un de ces quatre?? 
à bientôt bisous 
21 June 2008 at 06:30 
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is a significant way to recommence their connection. This further reveals an 
interesting aspect of the Facebook wall-to-wall as a means of interpersonal 
communication. The vocative from several weeks ago can be seen by Odette as she 
goes to contribute to the wall-to-wall with Fiona. While some time has passed 
between Fiona’s post and that of Odette, the persistence of the wall post reminds 
Odette of an appropriate way to address Fiona. In this conversation, the vocative ma 
belle occurs frequently and almost exclusively, the only other vocative employed 
during this conversation being another endearment, choupinette, which appears only 
once.  
 
The repetition of dude in the conversation between Tim and Andy, of tonton in the 
conversation between Thibaut and Jacopo and of ma belle in the conversation 
between Fiona and Odette highlights how vocatives form part of the norms and rituals 
of individual friendships. Therefore not only the reciprocation but also the continued 
use of certain familiariser or endearment vocatives in individual wall-to-wall 
conversations is vital for the maintenance of the current level of friendship.  
5.2.4 Indicating In-Group Interests 
Emphasising that certain interests are shared by both conversational participants can 
contribute to the enhancement of their friendship, since it is a way of demonstrating a 
common identity. The examples which follow mark how specific in-group references 
are translated into vocative usage.  
 
In this example, Martine and Mat express their in-group belonging by making mock 
references in their vocatives to Edwige Feuillère, a French actress. They planned to 
establish a fake organisation dedicated to her, l’Organisation d’Edwige Feuillère 
(OEF), from which the vocative très chère oefienne evidently derives. Martine 
indicated that 
“Mat et moi sommes membres d'un comité d'association d'étudiants à l'université (OEF). 
Nous voulions organiser un fake colloque sur un fake thème, et nous avions choisi Edwige 
Feuillères, qui est sans intéret et sans talent et que personne ne connaît […] Ensuite, Mat et 
moi avons abandonné l'idée du colloque (trop compliqué), mais gardé le nom de la dame en 
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question, et nous nous l'attribuons à tour de rôle avec des variations (Dwige, La Feuillère, 
Ed'....)”28 
Mat and Martine have an attitude of mockery towards Edwige Feuillère, saying that 
she is someone who is entirely uninteresting, untalented and who nobody knows. This 
in-joke is displayed in the examples which follow. The sequence in Example 5.8 sees 
Martine and Mat discussing the logistics of creating a Facebook Group for the 
organisation. After this idea has been abandoned for a month, Mat re-introduces it by 
addressing Martine by the vocative Edwige, asking On le fait quand ce groupe 
Feuillère? Starting up the plans again is potentially face threatening to Martine, since 
it was originally her idea to fonde un groupe fesse book “Feuillère”, yet she has 
failed to follow up on Mat’s expression of approval for this undertaking: Oh oui oui 
oui, le groupe Feuillère sur face book, je le veux!!. Further, Mat twice admits his 
incompetence in setting up a Facebook group: Mais je sais pas faire ça moi... and Et 
puis je sais pas faire un groupe facebook, et toi tu sais apparemment:) in order to 
minimise the cost to Martine in his request to her to set up this group. 
Example 5.8 
 
Thus the vocative Edwige highlights not only their in-group membership but also 
softens any potential face threats, and gently reminds Martine of their original plans. 
                                                
28 Personal communication with conversational participant via Facebook Message. 
Martine Capal 
on fonde un groupe fesse book "Feuillère"?! allez, on ne va pas s'arrêter à l'OEF ou quoi!! 
30 October 2008 at 06:30 
 
Mat Desmarais 
Oh oui oui oui, le groupe Feuillère sur face book, je le veux!! Mais je sais pas faire ça moi... 
On en reparle vendredi, cette fois, je viens au cours. A plus, très chère oefienne 
30 October 2008 at 06:50   
 
Mat Desmarais 
Salut Edwige! On le fait quand ce groupe Feuillère? Je sens frémire le vent de 
l'impatience partout autour de moi. Et puis je sais pas faire un groupe facebook, et toi tu 
sais apparemment:) Et puis tu viens demain au cours de Darbelouille! Parce que tout seul, 
ça tient un peu quand-même du supplice... 
21 November 2008 at 03:32   
 
Martine Capal 
salut Feuillère!! ouais je viens demain, je me soule avant et yeah just sculpt me praxy 
tell ! d solée pour ce midi, ai été prise par hasard, et lequel, mais ouais, je pense tjs à 
notre projet, sauf que je trouvais pas d'image assez bête de l'auteur en question... allez, j'y 
retourne. et à voir, t pas au Lapin Vert, toa. 
21 November 2008 at 03:38 
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Six minutes after Mat has posted this message, Martine replies, reciprocating with the 
vocative Feuillère, and assuring Mat that je pense tjrs à notre projet. Here, the 
quickness of reply and the reciprocation is vital in following up on Mat’s requests – 
not only the explicit request for help in creating the Facebook group, but also the 
implicit request for a reaffirmation of their friendship and common interest in Edwige 
Feuillère.  
Example 5.9 
 
The play on the Edwige Feuillère theme is extended to verb forms in both French 
Edwigerais-tu?! and English: Let’s edwige! in Example 5.9. Further along in the 
conversation, Martine addresses Mat with more variations on the name of the actress: 
ma dwij!, mon Ed guitare! ; édo édo and edGiwe.   
 
The previous section discussed how the repetition of the vocatives dude, tonton and 
ma belle over time was an important way of maintaining the relationship. Here, the 
continual reference to the Edwige Feuillère in-joke over the course of Facebook wall-
to-wall between Martine and Mat not only maintains but also reinforces their 
membership of a particular in-group. Their friendship and shared interest are explored 
and enhanced through continued creative innovations in word play and playful 
vocative address. Similarly, the use of vocatives to highlight shared interests is seen 
in Example 5.10 from the USYD corpus. 
Example 5.10 
Martine Capal 
Edwigerais-tu?! moi je pizzafon, dude 
17 December 2008 at 18:34 
 
Mat Desmarais 
So cool!! Let's edwige! et r-Ion-s en coeur, aussi... A demain at l'apéro 
18 December 2008 at 00:51   
Hannah Hardy 
hey idol! 
April 22, 2008 at 11:26am 
 
Bassam Sabbagh 
Hey judge. 
*screams so loud and in a high pitched tone so as to impersonate that American judge on 
So you think you can dance* 
April 22, 2008 at 1:29pm 
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In this sequence, Hannah and Bassam reinforce their common interest in television 
shows. The play is initiated with a wall post which is almost exclusively a vocative 
hey idol!. The invitation to engage in a play frame is confirmed some two hours later, 
when Bassam reciprocates with hey judge. This example is somewhat reminiscent of 
the exchange of the Edwige Feuillère-inspired vocatives by Mat and Martine from the 
UNIL corpus, as well as the vocatives Chewbecca and Jan Solo between Janice and 
Rebecca. Just as Janice and Rebecca reciprocate well wishes followed by vocatives, 
the reciprocation of the calling greeting hey in this example is also of note.  
 
By addressing each other in this way, Bassam and Hannah are able to jointly refer to 
such televised talent shows as Australian Idol and So You Think You Can Dance, 
simultaneously reinforcing each other’s positive face by highlighting common 
passions. Bassam not only addresses Hannah as judge, but then proceeds to enact the 
role of the judge himself, expressing this action in the third person within asterisks 
*screams so loud and in a high pitched tone so as to impersonate that American 
judge on So you think you can dance*. This exploration of alternate identities in 
tandem confirms their joint love of television talent shows.  
 
Finally, just as Janice and Rebecca addressed each other as characters from Star Wars 
so as to confirm their online connection with a joke which took place offline, Emily 
and Renée address each other using the names of the characters they dressed up as at 
a fancy dress party they both attended29 – Renée as a Sioux American Indian and 
Emily as a Smurfette.  
Example 5.11 
Emily Blanc  
Ma petite sciouuuu (je sais pas trop comment on écrit ça lol)! Ouai je me suis dit 
que me sociabiliser était une de mes résolutions 2008, donc me voila su facebook! […] j ai 
aussi mis julien et jérémy dans mes amis facebook!, tu leur diras! Biiiz 
2 January 2008 at 17:22 
 
Renée Roux  
lol sa s'ecrit sioux, mais pas de probleme ma tite schtroumpfette toute 
bleue!!! […] mais alors après le 18, on s'fai une soirée genre au jagger's??? 
xox 
2 January 2008 at 17:28 
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Emily mispells Sioux as ‘sciouuuu’, admitting je sais pas trop comment on écrit ça 
lol. Her use of lol expresses laughter (laugh out loud). Holding down the ‘u’ key for 
emphasis has the effect of mimicking the phonological prosody which would be 
present if she were calling out this vocative in a spoken context. She also uses a 
possessive adjective and an adjective, petite, which enhance the endearment function 
of the vocative.  
 
When Renée corrects the spelling and attends to Emily’s face by saying pas de 
problème, she reciprocates with a right-detached vocative, ma tite schtroumpfette 
toute bleue!!! The formation is almost identical to Emily’s vocative, making use of 
both a possessive pronoun and the same adjective, petite. This time the adjective has 
been shortened to tite, further adding to the notion of endearment as well as reflecting 
the way this word would sound when spoken aloud in informal conversation. 
Emphasis is added with multiple exclamation marks which expresses a sentiment of 
enthusiasm, mirroring the enthusiasm expressed by Emily when she held down the ‘u’ 
key. The vocatives used by Emily and Renée in this sequence help to confirm their 
offline tie – the fact that they attended the same fancy dress party. This affords them a 
shared identity as well as access to specific in-group knowledge. 
 
In this section we have seen how the reciprocation of address, and more importantly, 
the mirroring of the formation of a vocative in sequence can contribute to the 
performance of positive politeness. Vocatives can be used to soften potentially Face 
Threatening Acts, and may also at times enhance compliments, or even appear as 
Face Flattering Acts in themselves, as in ma belle. The virtual connection on 
Facebook can be enhanced through the confirmation of offline ties and the emphasis 
on shared interests. 
5.3 Inversion: achieving Positive politeness in a round-a-bout way  
5.3.1 Mock Impoliteness  
Positive politeness is one of the overall conversational social goals we might expect 
from university students since they share a similar occupation and are of a similar 
                                                
29 Personal communication with participant via email. 
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age. Social harmony between university-age friends is achieved by promoting a sense 
of equality, solidarity, camaraderie and belonging.  Humour is also a powerful way to 
establish belonging, since it sets up the opportunity for mutual understanding and by 
extension in-group membership. Positive politeness may thus also be achieved by 
inverting other approaches to the maintenance or destruction of social harmony such 
as negative politeness and impoliteness. In this section the exchange of insulting 
vocatives in sequences is examined as another way of performing positive politeness 
and reinforcing friendships.  
In Example 5.12, a sequence between Adriano and Bryan, the insulting vocative 
CONNARD! is exchanged. 
Example 5.12 
 
In both instances the vocative is positioned at the end of the wall post and includes an 
exclamation mark. The exact mirroring of the form and position reflects a similar 
process described in the previous section with regards to reciprocity. The mutual 
exchange of certain address forms between two people is indicative of a relationship 
of equality. The vocatives here are designed to attack the positive face of the 
interlocutor. It first appears alongside the insult, c’est toi qui est trop pauvre; which is 
relayed by Bryan in the response c’est toi le pauvre. Here, Adriano and Bryan are 
mutually challenging each other’s positive face through insults, yet in doing so they 
are in fact enhancing their rapport in a special way. The reciprocation of the insulting 
vocative CONNARD! indicates that such behaviour is acceptable in their relationship, 
since both participants give and receive this insulting vocative.  
 
In fact, insults appear frequently throughout the conversation between Bryan and 
Adriano (Example 5.13).  
Adriano Ramírez 
c'est toi qui est trop pauvre pour habiter où j'habite! CONNARD! 
9 March 2009 at 06:38 
 
Bryan Molyneux  
Impots à Pully VS Impots à Epalinges, c'est toi le pauvre, tu peux pas test, 
CONNARD! 
9 March 2009 at 06:43 
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Example 5.13 
Bryan Molyneux 
putain de sac à vinasse de merde tu es une outre a pus alcoolisé, jai jamais du 
porter quelqu'un comme ca, ivrogne de merde, déchet de la société. tu m'as 
battu en bières (j'ai fait "que" 15), mais pas en état le samedi matin :-D 
je t'aime mon homme vivement nos noces 
09 November 2008 at 05:56 
 
In Example 5.14, Bryan achieves a build up of negative affect with the complex 
vocatives putain de sac à vinasse de merde, ivrogne de merde and déchet de la 
société. The expletives putain and merde which strengthen Bryan’s reproaching of 
Adriano for his excessive drinking are eventually softened with the familiariser mon 
homme.  
 
Finally insulting terms of address appear in the very first sequence of this wall-to-wall 
conversation, Example 5.14. 
Example 5.14 
Bryan Molyneux  
Voilà c'est juste pour te dire que même si je t'ai ajouté pour moi tu n'es pas un ami, tu 
resteras toujours espagnol, un gitan, rom, macaque, paëlla, bref, on est pas amis! Stay 
Brutal! Whooo bisous mon chéri 
12 August 2008 at 22:29 
 
Adriano Ramírez 
AAAHHHHH BRYAAAANNN ! JE T´AIME !  
 
(malgrès tous les lapins que tu m´as posé recemment huhu) 
 
Faire un saut A Berlin et faire la fète avec moi sa te dis ? Allez mon gars Amen (huhu) 
toi un coup ! De toute fasson (dsl, j´ai pas de cedille sur ce putain de clavier Allemand) on 
a dit qu´on se voyait a la rentrée ! 
 
Gros bisous sac à foutre  
 
a bientot ! 
12 August 2008 at 22:39 
 
Bryan first insults Adriano with a string of racial epithets, asserting that Adriano will 
always be espagnol, un gitan, rom, macaque, paëlla, yet finally softens this build up 
of negativity with the endearment chéri. Conversely, Adriano starts off with a first 
name vocative BRYAAAANNN ! and a familiariser mon gars, to end with the insult 
sac à foutre. Thus in each of the wall posts the insults are defused by endearments or 
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familiarisers in various forms. In this sequence, Bryan and Adriano enhance their 
friendship by saying the exact opposite. Bryan affirms même si je t'ai ajouté pour moi 
tu n'es pas un ami…bref on est pas amis, twice repeating the sentiment of ‘we are not 
friends’. The hyperbole indicates that this is humorous, impoliteness which is to 
remain on the surface and which is understood not to cause offence.  
 
 
If interlocutors can address each other with insulting terms with no negative effect, 
this is a powerful expression of friendship. Strategies for softening the insults such as 
the employment of endearing or familiarising vocatives can also highlight that the 
impoliteness is not really meant, and is intended to remain on the surface as mock 
impoliteness. There is a high risk of threatening the positive face of the addressee 
with mock impoliteness, because if the mock insult is misunderstood to be a genuine 
insult then the rapport between interlocutors is threatened. Yet there is an equally 
high payoff in the form of an enhancement of friendship, if the mock insult is 
properly received. Thus the positive face of both conversational participants is 
enhanced in the context of their shared friendship.   
 
A ritual of insulting may be built up over a series of wall posts, as this long exchange 
between Alexis and Grégoire in February 2008 (Example 5.15) shows. The adjective 
sale is used frequently in these vocative formations, as is merde. Homosexual 
pejorative insults enculé and pd are used by Alexis, whereas racial epithets gitan and 
gipsy are used by Grégoire. Grégoire addresses Alexis as sale pute droguée de merde 
and vieux ramasseur de poubelle in later posts. These lengthy nominal phrases 
emphasise the force of the vocative with negatively charged adjectives like sale, 
merde and vieux to refer to the abusive terms pute, gitan, gipsy, con, and ramasseur 
de poubelle. This over-the-top insulting style is humorous in nature. Grégoire even 
uses linguistic resources from other languages in his vocatives, with ‘Lieber’ 
(German) and ‘dude’ (English). Similar to the code-switching in the conversation 
between Campbell and Philip in the USYD corpus, the code-switching here indicates 
shared knowledge and identity, and reinforces the positive face of both conversational 
participants.  
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Example 5.15 
 
Examples of mock insults are equally found in the USYD corpus. In Example 5.16, 
Tim is organising with Andy a time to meet up on the weekend. He is quite flexible 
with his availability, leaving it up to Andy to confirm a time. 
Example 5.16 
Tim P. Davidson 
Which night sounds good - friday or sunday? Sunday seems to be go, but I'll also be free 
Friday from ten.  How is your week going? 
05 September 2007 at 21:21 
 
Andy Walker 
Be at my place on Friday after work, bitchcakes. Peter and I will kick your ass at Worms 
2. It's a free house so you can crash if need be. 
05 September 2007 at 21:23 
 
In the next post, Andy begins with an imperative, Be at my place on Friday after 
work, which is followed by the vocative bitchcakes. The modification of the 
endearment babycakes to bitchcakes demonstrates a double meaning, in which the 
Alexis Babin  
You got the money, you got the power. You got the power, you got the woman. Fais-toi 
pas niquer par les gangs, enculé (de merde)! 
02 February 2008 at 08:01 
 
Grégoire Cardet  
yaeah dude, I got everything! Je descends today a Miami visiter la future uni de mon 
frere et apres on fait une viree a south beach voir les bitches... de la balle. Tonoght it's 
party time and then sexy time with a borat! See ya 
02 February 2008 at 22:48 
 
Alexis Babin 
Bah alors va à la plage sale con! 
06 February 2008 at 03:12 
 
Grégoire Cardet 
ouais, sale gitan… Moi au moins j'ai une plage ou aller! Et j'ai pas une place reservee a 
cote de Borat a la sortie des egouts!! Haha 
06 February 2008 at 09:29 
 
Grégoire Cardet  
Lieber sale gipsy de merde! 1° Va t'acheter des caillous! 2° C'est quand que t'es 
de retout de ZH ou de ton chalet... On sait plus trop où ils se planquent les roms ces 
jours… See ya 
11 February 2008 at 19:25 
 
Alexis Babin 
1 Va t'acheter un dico et des caillouX 2 Un Big Mac pour pas être dépaysé 3 Là, je suis à 
ZH et je pense pas que je reviens ce weekend... mais je sais pas encore. See ya pd 
11 February 2008 at 20:52 
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vocative is simultaneously insulting (bitch) and endearing (-cakes). In the right-
detached position, it also emphasises the force of the imperative clause. The double 
meaning established in the vocative, which incorporates both elements of endearing 
and insulting, is replicated in the next two sentences, the first mocking Tim’s ability 
at the computer game Worms 2; the second inviting him to stay over if he needs to 
crash. The word play of bitchcakes marks the activation of a play frame and adds 
humour to the conversation. Coupled with the imperative clause and the second 
insult, it may be understood as a mock attack on Tim’s positive face. The 
simultaneous endearing and insulting qualities of this vocative is similar to how 
people have softened insulting vocatives by including an endearing vocative in the 
same wall post, as in Example 5.14.   
 
Insults are not just used by male participants. In Example 5.17, Codie uses the 
insulting vocatives hobag and hobo to address Kat. 
Example 5.17 
Codie Patrick  
hobag. answer my message. 
11 June 2007 at 13:13 
 
Kat Lane  
.. Tell your mother she better "poke me" or I will shed the notion of being her "sort of" 
daughter. That sounded far more incestuous that I intended. Hey, yes I am aware that I said 
i would be studying too hard tonight. I see now i was perhaps mistake. Yol is writing bio 
notes. 
13 June 2007 at 21:01  
 
Codie Patrick  
hahaha... i said i can read you like a book, not that you aren't complex. i'm just ultra-
perceptive :P and my mum isn't on facebook 
13 June 2007 at 22:30 
Codie Patrick  
p.s. get a photo, you hobo! 
14 June 2007 at 09:50 
 
In both instances, hobag and hobo are associated with imperative clauses (answer my 
message and get a photo) which are reproaching Kat’s incompetence with Facebook. 
Kat has failed to maintain her Facebook profile with a personal picture. In addition 
she has failed to maintain her friendship with Codie, since Kat has not replied to 
Codie’s message. The closeness of their friendship is shown by the fact that Codie has 
no qualms with publicly humiliating Kat for her failings.  
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The insulting vocatives hobo and hobag are used frequently by Codie in addressing 
Kat in their wall-to-wall conversation, especially with regards to Kat’s technological 
incompetence. Further, Kat twice uses bitch in the conversation. From this we may 
conclude that mock impoliteness is acceptable to both conversational participants as a 
way of performing friendship and enhancing their rapport.  
 
Mock impoliteness is almost exclusively engaged in by male-male dyads in the UNIL 
corpus. This is indicative of a tendency towards contestive humour on the part of 
UNIL male participants, which is similar to Holmes’ (2006) findings. In the USYD 
corpus, however, mock insulting vocatives are attested in male-male, male-female 
and female-female dyads. Another explanation for the presence of mock impoliteness 
could be the fact that it appears in conversations containing a number of wall posts 
which exceeded the average and median lengths. For example, in the UNIL corpus it 
appears in the conversations between Grégoire and Alexis (50)30, Bryan and Adriano 
(45) Nicolas and Marko (29) and Jacopo and Thibaut (41). In the USYD corpus, 
mock impoliteness in the form of vocatives appears in the conversations between Tim 
and Andy (155), Philip and Manuela (69), Tanya and Jane (71), Eliza and Emily (45) 
and Codie and Kat (203). Therefore, the use of mock impolite vocatives may be 
restricted to dyads who have known and interacted with each other for a long period 
of time. This would correlate with the way in which the use of mock impoliteness can 
highlight the exclusive nature of a friendship.  
 
While endearment and familiariser vocatives form the majority in the wall-to-wall 
corpora, the fact that insulting vocatives are attested in both UNIL and USYD 
confirms the notion proffered by Davies that 
[…] such strategies seem an effective means of emphasising the closeness of the relationship 
which binds speaker and addressee. The fact that the sender is able to apply to the addressee a 
vocative which seems to mock or degrade is of course evidence for the familiarity and 
intimacy of their relationship. (Davies 1994: 89) 
Once again, the reciprocation of insulting vocatives as well as their repeated use over 
the course of wall-to-wall conversations show how interlocutors maintain their 
                                                
30 Number of wall posts. 
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friendships over time. Mock impoliteness is a powerful way of managing the rapport, 
since its success depends upon a mutual understanding by both conversational 
participants.  
5.3.2 Mock Deference 
Negative politeness strategies when used humorously can have similar positive 
payoffs. Similar to impolite address, mock deferential terms are also somewhat out of 
place in the context of an informal friendship, however they can inject a play frame 
into the conversation, resulting in interpersonal bonding. This mock formality in 
vocative formation is also attested in Davies (1994).  
Example 5.18 
 
In Example 5.18, Mara and Nicholas use the terms Madam Treasurer and sir which 
incorporate titles, honorifics and occupational roles when thanking each other for 
birthday wishes. Rather than having a distancing effect, the use of these terms could 
be aimed at boosting the ego of the interlocutor or as a gentle taking-the-piss. The 
conversation between Mara and Nicholas involves much discussion of the 
adminstration of university clubs, as both participants have held the role of Treasurer 
in several societies. In the last post of this sequence Mara mentions that she has to put 
together a couple of audits and requests that Nicholas provide her with any tips since 
it is her first audit. This request for information signifies the official and professional 
responsibilities shared by them, and evokes solidarity. Subsequently, the use of these 
mock deferential terms reinforces their joint in-group membership.  
Mara Lonsdale  
Happy Birthday! :D 
26 December 2008 at 20:12 
 
Nicholas D. Williams 
Thanks Madam Treasurer! 
26 December 2008 at 22:26 
 
Nicholas D. Williams 
happy birthday! 
11 January at 10:05 
 
Mara Lonsdale  
Thank you sir. Do you want Rsoc this year? I'll feel like I'm bludging, but I do need to 
improve my marks drastically. I could probably get everything together quite soon; I have 
to put together a couple of audits anyway (my first -- so if you have any tips let me know 
;) 
25 January at 03:48    
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Vocatives which exhibit mock deference also appear in the UNIL corpus. In example 
5.19, Alfonse plays on Martine’s surname, Capal, to create the vocative caporal 
(corporal).  
Example 5.19 
 
 
This vocative is used in response to her request to add a hyperlink connecting two 
webpages related to university organisations. This has a tongue-in-cheek meaning, 
jokingly affording Martine more status and power than the equality normally found in 
a friendship, especially since this vocative is used in the response to a request, which 
puts Alfonse in a position of obligation to Martine. Alfonse’s use of this vocative 
shows that he has executed Martine’s ‘orders’ as a dutiful soldier. Since he has 
afforded Martine a higher status, reinforced by vu ton statut d’administratrice, this 
allows Alfonse to request something from her in turn, tu peux t’y essayer.  
 
It is interesting to note that both the USYD and the UNIL corpora include instances of 
mock deferential vocatives associated with the administration of university clubs and 
societies, that is, preparing audits and linking webpages. This is an important 
opportunity for students to engage in professional and managerial activities, however 
it has the potential to clash with their desire for equal and solidary relationships. The 
use of mock deferential terms may be useful in defusing situations of power 
imbalance.  
5.3.3 Hyper Intimacy 
Expressions of endearment which seem over-the-top may be understood as instances 
of hyper intimacy. In Example 5.20, Codie and Kat enact a fake engagement and 
Martine Capal 
tchao! tu peux nous faire un lien AEL depuis la page de l'OEF? 
03 March at 23:28 
 
Alfonse Bonnet 
c'est fait caporal, mais bon, y'a pas de photo c'est moche et c'est pas le bon titre. J'arrive 
pas suis une pive en ordi. Néanmoins, tu peux t'y essayer, vu ton statut d'administratrice. :) 
04 March at 05:27  
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marriage through their wall-to-wall31. At this time, they were listed on Facebook as 
being ‘engaged’. Codie’s use of sickeningly sweet intimate terms like pookie and 
pookims is, once again, humorous; while Kat’s my soon-to-be-bride confirms the fake 
relationship. The vocatives appear alongside typical ‘couple-speak’ phrases – thinking 
of you, smoochies, just thinking of you as I twirl my sparkling ring. Later on in the 
conversation, the vocatives wife and wifey are used. It is clearly a parody of a 
heterosexual marriage which is constructed jointly by both conversational 
participants. This shared play frame establishes an in-group element to their 
friendship, with the special in-joke of the fake marriage being carried out over a 
number of wall posts, interspersed with wall posts pertaining to their friendship in the 
physical world which involve organising to meet.  
Example 5.20 
 
Interestingly, allusions to marriage also occur in the conversation between Bryan and 
Adriano in the UNIL corpus. In Example 5.13, which was previously discussed with a 
focus on the display of mock impoliteness, Bryan asserts je t'aime mon homme 
vivement nos noces. The vocative mon chéri, which is a strong endearment, is used 
three times by Bryan in addressing Adriano, and the sentiment of je t’aime appears 
many times in this conversation.  
 
In the wall-to-wall between Codie and Kat as well as the wall-to-wall between 
Adriano and Bryan, instances of hyper-intimacy contrast with instances of mock 
impoliteness. This reveals that there is a range of appropriate ways in which the 
                                                
31 Personal communication with participants. 
Codie Patrick 
hey pookie. thinking of you. that is all. smoochies 
24 August 2007 at 17:14 
 
Kat Lane  
hey there my soon-to-be-bride. just thinking of you as I twirl my sparkling ring... […] 
25 August 2007 at 16:55 
 
Codie Patrick  
hey pookims, glad the ring is still sparkling brightly on your celicious finger. however, i'm 
totally gonna be your husband, not your bride. 
25 August 2007 at 17:39 
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interlocutors in these conversations may address one another. The possibility for 
variation in address practices between friends is explored in the next section.  
5.4 Variation and “Multiple Names” 
The number of vocatives employed within each conversation, as well as the 
possibility for variation can be a salient marker of friendship. Brown and Ford have 
termed this phenomenon “multiple names” (1964: 238). Davies notes that 
[…] there are situations where people may have at their disposal a choice of several different 
terms by which they may address a particular individual […] In general, it would seem that 
such choices are more likely to exist when the participants are equals or intimates than when 
one is in a position of greater power than the other.  
(Davies 1994: 80) 
I suggest that the more varied the possibilities of address, the stronger the expression 
of friendship. Conversations which included both endearing, insulting and deferential 
vocatives see participants using the full range of positive politeness strategies – 
attending to the face of the addressee through endearments and familiarisers but also 
by establishing humorous play frames which provide more risky (yet if successful, 
ultimately more rewarding) ways of bonding. Moreover, repetition and reciprocation 
of certain vocatives can reflect how friendships are maintained and enhanced over the 
course of a wall-to-wall conversation.  
 
The range of vocatives which an individual receives from another can be a testament 
to the closeness of the friendship. For example, Philip’s name is converted to the fake 
Latin form philius in his conversation with Campbell, activating an in-group 
relationship with a reference to a subject in common studied at university. Philip is 
further addressed as Philip, Phil and reim. In the conversation with Manuela, Philip 
receives you (there), (you) darling (boy), (my) lovely, my dear (boy), ma puce, doll, 
(my) chicken, punk, you nerd, and you darling internet geek who lives his life 
vicarously through the internet! It is clear from the range of vocatives in each 
conversation that Philip has very different friendships with Campbell and Manuela. 
The many endearments with which Manuela addresses him, as well as the possibility 
for insulting shows quite an intimate relationship. This is confirmed by the fact that 
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Philip and Manuela have been best friends since high school.32 Conversely, Campbell 
sticks to vocatives of the Personal Name type, with some modification. This reflects a 
different relationship from that between Philip and Manuela, and in fact Philip and 
Campbell have known each other for a shorter amount of time, having only met at 
university.  
 
In the conversation between Emily and Eliza, Eliza is addressed as Eliza Francesca 
Notting, toot, lizzy and honey. In response, the name Emily is changed not only to Em, 
but also to flem, a vocative which has a phonological similarity to ‘phlegm’ and is 
thus mock insulting. Later, Emily’s conversational counterpart also calls her snot face 
to build upon this in-joke.  
Example 5.21 
 
The attachment of lexical suffixes such as ‘-features’ and ‘-dog’ to the hypocorism 
flem are also attested in this conversation. I suggest that the more a name is modified, 
the more flexible and intimate the relationship. Personal Names are modified twice as 
often in the USYD corpus than in the UNIL corpus. 
 
In the range of address which Nicolas uses for Mario, the possibilities include mon 
petit gars, pauvre con, Mario, vielle merde, grand, mec and yougo de merde. Mario 
uses Nicolas, Bubu, enculé, connard and espèce de petit enculé de merde. Thus they 
are both making use of first names, familiarisers (or a familiarised surname) as well 
as some extensive insulting vocatives. We may compare this conversation with a 
conversation between Nicolas and Patrick Maigny, in which Nicolas addresses 
Patrick as bayby, mon vieux and Pat Pat; and receives l’ami and la star du rasoir in 
                                                
32 Personal communication with participant. 
Eliza Notting  
Yo snot face. Tried to call you yesterday but your phone was off. What's a good time to 
call? 
September 24, 2007 at 11:51pm 
 
Emily M. Firth 
well um are you calling my mobile?  […] 
September 25, 2007 at 12:22am  
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return. This conversation reflects a tendency toward endearments and familiarisers, 
showing once again that different friendships call for different patterns of address.  
 
Finally, in the conversation between Thibaut and Jacopo the vocative tonton is used 
as well as the vocatives lover, doyen, vieille pive, petit ours and gros sac de tessinois. 
While Thibaut and Jacopo maintain their in-group membership with a recurring use 
of the term tonton, their experimentation with and subsequent repetition of other ways 
of addressing one another demonstrates a flexibility in the resources of address 
available and acceptable to them.  
5.5 Playfulness 
In this chapter the varied ways in which positive politeness has been achieved by 
university students conducting Facebook wall-to-wall conversations as a means of 
enhancing their friendships has been explored. After an extensive consideration of 
examples selcted from the corpora, it is clear that playfulness is an important part of 
the process of maintaining relationships in a conversation which is exclusive to two 
active participants but visible to their mutual friends. Joint creativity can supplement 
the instrumental uses of a Facebook wall-to-wall conversation, in which times to meet 
up offline may be organised, modified or cancelled; online groups may be 
administrated and requests and invitations made. 
 
Both corpora have demonstrated instances of creative word play undertaken jointly by 
two conversational participants. These include the cultural references Jan Solo and 
Chewbecca and the modification of vocatives inspired by a mock admiration for 
Edwige Feuillère to verbs such as Edwigerais-tu?! and Let’s edwige!. Word play can 
also extend to creating a double significance in vocatives, as in the examples of 
bitchcakes and Lieber sale gipsy de merde. These vocatives show the possibility of 
having endearing and insulting qualities simultaneously present.  
 
The text-based corpora include much experimentation with orthography, also a salient 
marker of playfulness. Holding down the key, using capital letters and multiple 
exclamation marks can mimic prosody, which would be realised with a control of 
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tone and volume in spoken language. This is shown in the vocative 
RACHELLLLLLLLLLLLLLLL!!!!!!!!!!. Moreover, ignoring traditional orthographic 
conventions pertaining to personal names such as the capitalisation of the first letter 
can visually represent an element of informality, which is seen in the vocatives 
caporal, reim and droves.  
 
Code-switching is attested in both corpora, and appears to a greater extent in the 
UNIL corpus than in the USYD corpus. This is probably due to the fact that Swiss 
students have a greater access to different languages, since Switzerland has four 
national languages. Code-switching is used playfully in order to highlight in-group 
memberships and shared access to another language. In-group status between 
interlocutors is further confirmed by mock displays of impoliteness, deferential 
politeness and hyper intimacy, with mutually understood humour as an important way 
of reinforcing the relationship. These are more risky yet ultimately more rewarding 
ways of managing the rapport.  
 
Finally, the variation in the possibility of address can reveal the extent to which dyads 
play with ways of addressing their interlocutor. This can be a testament to the degree 
of closeness or familiarity, and I suggest that the more varied the range of address, the 
stronger the expression of friendship. 
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6. CONCLUSION 
 
In this thesis I have considered the type, semantic form, sentence position, 
orthography and pragmatic function of vocatives in Facebook wall-to-wall 
conversations in order to demonstrate their role in typing friendship into being, that is, 
in reaffirming friendships through online communication.  
 
The opening chapter began by conceptualising interaction as an activity undertaken in 
tandem by speaker and hearer, both of whom are equally responsible for the creation 
and interpretation of meaning. Next, computer-mediated communication as a new 
medium extending the possibilities of human interaction was discussed. The 
Facebook wall-to-wall conversation, as a new mode of computer-mediated 
communication, was then described according to its constraints and opportunities. 
These semi-public, semi-synchronous conversations which are limited to two active 
participants but visible to their mutual friends provide a communicative context 
particularly conducive to the enactment of friendship. 
 
Politeness theory was then proposed as a useful tool with which to undertake a 
qualitative examination of how Facebook users interact in wall-to-wall conversations. 
This study used a combined model of politeness drawing from Brown and Levinson 
(1987), Kerbrat-Orecchioni (1992; 2002; 2006) and Culpeper (1996; 2003) so as to 
account for the protection, maintenance and enhancement of face as well as for 
instances of inversion such as mock impoliteness and mock deference. The focus on 
vocatives and their relationship to the performance of politeness draws from and 
extends the work by Poynton (1984; 1990), Davies (1994), Lambrecht (1996), Leech 
(1999), and McCarthy and O’Keefe (2003).  
 
The methodology chosen for the collection and coding of two corpora of Facebook 
wall-to-wall conversations and vocatives within them was then detailed. In 
performing a cross-cultural comparison of wall-to-wall conversations from university 
students hailing from distinct cultural and linguistic backgrounds, a deeper 
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understanding of the nature of Facebook wall-to-walls and of the role of vocatives in 
these conversations was gained. The USYD and UNIL corpora document two 
language dialects as they appear in an online context, Australian English and Swiss 
French. The conversations range from April 2007 to June 2009, providing an 
illuminating snapshot of this mode of computer-mediated communication. 
 
The quantitative analysis was presented in the fourth chapter, in which the UNIL and 
USYD corpora were compared and contrasted. There was a preference for personal 
names and left-detached vocatives in the USYD corpus, and a preference for non 
names and right-detached vocatives in the UNIL corpus. Both corpora, however, 
demonstrated more non name vocatives than personal name vocatives, and more left-
detached vocatives than right-detached vocatives. In addition, they both displayed a 
high frequency of vocatives per 1000 words and similar distributions of pronominal 
forms as well as of vocatives at the sequential level. This preliminary evidence 
suggests that the Facebook wall-to-wall conversation has a unique linguistic 
character. 
 
Further, the quantitative analysis uncovered trends which were to be examined in 
closer detail in the following chapter. For example, the preference for T pronominal 
address in the UNIL corpus as well as the predominant use of first names in both 
corpora signalled the importance of solidarity. Moreover, indicators of in-group 
membership included the high number of non name vocative tokens appearing only 
once, as well as certain forms with a high recurrence in single dyads. These elements 
of solidarity and in-group membership were further reinforced by a trend towards the 
establishment of closeness and of intimacy, with the majority of non name vocatives 
in both corpora being endearments and familiarisers. Combined, these elements 
indicate that achieving positive politeness is a priority of Austalian and Swiss 
university students alike as they engage in Facebook wall-to-wall conversations. 
While the UNIL and USYD corpora represent two linguistically and culturally 
distinct groups, the similarities between the corpora could be reflective of a 
Community of Practice of university culture. 
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The role of vocatives in the performance of positive politeness was examined in the 
fifth chapter through examples selected from both corpora. The reciprocation of 
vocatives in sequence was an important way in which interlocutors jointly reaffirmed 
the relationship. In addition, mock impolite and mock deferential vocative forms were 
shown to be a risky yet rewarding means of performing positive politeness, as their 
success depends upon a mutual understanding by both conversational participants. 
Finally, joint creativity and playfulness were displayed in expressive orthography, the 
mirroring of vocative forms, the modification of names as well as in word play, and 
highlighted how Facebook users worked in tandem to enhance each other’s positive 
face, thereby augmenting their rapport.  
 
In combining a quantitative and a qualitative analysis of vocatives in a cross-cultural 
examination of Facebook wall-to-wall conversations, this thesis makes a significant 
contribution to the fields of research pertaining to computer-mediated 
communication, (im)politeness theory and vocatives. Yet the potential further 
avenues of research are substantial.  
 
Firstly, there is a clear need for more research into languages other than English on 
the Internet, as well as forms of English on the Internet other than British or 
American. For example, Facebook has been translated into more than sixty languages, 
which demonstrates that the site has a culturally and linguistically diverse 
membership. The corpora of this study represent Australian English and Swiss French 
as they appear on Facebook, two dialects which have been previously under-
represented in the field of computer-mediated communication. This thesis thus 
contributes towards the documentation of different languages as they appear online. 
 
Secondly, the transient nature of the medium of computer-mediated communication 
means that the research undertaken in this area is all the more important. I have 
documented a mode of computer-mediated communication which has changed 
significantly over the course of 2009. The corpora of this study covered a period of 
time before mutual friends were conversationally enfranchised through the possibility 
of Commenting. Further research is required into how the changing technology 
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affects the ways in which language is used. For example, with the addition of more 
interlocutors to a wall-to-wall as a result of Comments, the organisational functions of 
vocatives within these conversations may become more important. 
 
Finally, the potential of the current wall-to-wall corpora has not been exhausted 
within this thesis. Vocatives comprise just one small part of the linguistic traits which 
may be examined. I endeavour to explore in further detail the UNIL and USYD 
corpora from a linguistic perspective, as well as to augment the corpus with examples 
of wall-to-walls in other languages, thereby expanding the potential for cross-cultural 
comparisons in this mode of computer-mediated communication. 
 
In conclusion, I submit that the linguistic perspective adopted in this thesis has 
improved our understanding of the notion put forward by Sundén (2003) and boyd 
(2008), that friendships may be written into existence on social network sites such as 
Facebook. In this thesis I have demonstrated that Facebook wall-to-wall 
conversations play an important role in typing friendship into being, since 
communication is essential to the upkeep of friendship ties. It is especially significant 
that vocatives within these conversations, as indicators of how interlocutors feel about 
and relate to one another, have been shown to serve the purpose of reaffirming, 
maintaining and enhancing friendships online. 
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APPENDIX 
A. Participant Information Statements and Invitation 
French Version – UNIL 
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English Version - USYD 
 
 111 
 
 112 
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B. List of vocatives by conversation  
Key 
FN – First Name 
SN – Surname 
MN – Middle Name 
PN – Personal Name 
 
NN – Non Name 
NNE – Endearment 
NNF – Familiariser  
NNI – Insult  
NND – Deference 
 
a – Adjective  
p –  Possessive Pronoun 
m – Modified  
UNIL 
Conversation Monica Moreau Code Rachel LeFevre Code 
 Rachel!!!! FN Monica! FN 
 bella Rachel! aFN Monica! FN 
 cara mia! NNE Monica! FN 
 bella! NNE Moni! FNM 
 bella!  NNE    
 bella! NNE    
 Rachel bella! FNa    
 cocotte! NNE    
 Rachel! FN    
 RACHELLLLLLLLLLL!!!!!! FN    
 Rachel!!!!! FN    
Vocatives 11  4  
Wall Posts 12  8  
 
 
  
 
 
 
Conversation Adèle Bertrand  Code Pauline Chevalier Code 
Vocatives 0  0  
Wall Posts 8  5  
 
 
  
 
 
 
Conversation Adèle Bertrand  Code  Odette Grunwald Code 
 Poussinette! NNE    
 ma belle! pNNE    
Vocatives 2  0  
Wall Posts 10  4  
 
 
  
 
 
 
Conversation Alfonse Bonnet Code Martin Desmarais Code 
Vocatives 0  0  
Wall Posts 1  1  
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Conversation Alexis Babin Code Grégoire Cardet Code 
 chaton!! Chaton! … chaton NNE Mitch! FN 
 gros, NNI sale pute droguée de merde! aNNIa 
 gros NNI vieux ramasseur de poubelle! aNNI 
 prick NNI gros con!  aNNI 
 prick 
NNI grosse pute!!!!!! 
Pute,  
aNNI 
NNI 
 pd 
 
NNI 
bitch! 
pute, 
NNI 
NNI 
 sale con! aNNI Tchif! NND 
 enculé (de merde)! NNIa Lieber sale gipsy de merde! aNNIa 
 (sale con)  aNNI sale gitan... aNNI 
 encule NNI dude, NNF 
    sale con! aNNI 
    Gitan, NNI 
    you kram eater! NNI 
Vocatives 12  15  
Wall Posts 23  27  
     
Conversation Aimée Devallais Code Alfonse Bonnet Code 
 Alfonse :-) FN Aimée, FN 
Vocatives 1  1  
Wall Posts 14  8  
     
Conversation Aimée Devallais Code Claude Devallais Code 
 mon frérot ! pNNE frangine! NNE 
 Schtroumpf! NNE petite soeur... NNE 
 P'tit marrant :-) NNE    
Vocatives 3  2  
Wall Posts 11  7  
     
Conversation Bryan Molyneux Code Adriano Ramírez Code 
 MEC NNF mon gars! pNNF 
 CONNARD! NNI CONNARD! NNI 
 mon gros, pNNI PD ! NNI 
 mon pote, pNNF Bryyaaaaaaannnnnnn FN 
 MEEEEEEEEC NNF COUZ ! NNF 
 mon pote pNNF mon gars pNNF 
 chéri? NNE mon ami pNNE 
 
putain de sac à vinasse de 
merde 
NNIa 
mon gars, 
 
pNNF 
 ivrogne de merde NNIa BRYAAAANNN ! FN 
 déchet de la société NNI mon gars pNNF 
 mon homme pNNF sac à foutre  NNI 
 Putain de merde NNIa    
 mon gros! pNNI    
 mec,  NNF    
 mon chéri pNNE    
 mon chéri pNNE    
Vocatives 16  11  
Wall Posts 23  22  
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Conversation Cécile Michel Code Kirste Fiedler Code 
 ma belle pNNE ma belle!!!! pNNE 
 choupi !!! NNE    
 poulette ! NNE    
Vocatives 3  1  
Wall Posts 6  3  
     
Conversation Chantal Girard Code Phillipine Gillet Code 
    sweetheart, NNE 
    girl,  NNE 
    miss, NNE 
    miss, NNE 
Vocatives 0  4  
Wall Posts 2  10  
     
Conversation Christiane Benoît  Code Claire Kohler Code 
Vocatives 0  0  
Wall Posts 2  3  
     
Conversation Édith Neville  Code Caroline Singe  Code 
 Cass! FN bella, NNE 
 cass! FN édith, FN 
 CAAAAASSSSSSSSS!!! FN édith, … edith! FN 
 chica? NNE Edith, FN 
 Cass, FN Edith FN 
 ma grande! pNNF Edith!!!!! FN 
 CAss! FN edith! FN 
 Cass! FN Edith, FN 
 Cass!  FN edith!!! FN 
 Cass! FN poulette, NNE 
 ma Cass!  pFN edith,  FN 
 Cass! FN edith, FN 
 Cass FN edith, FN 
 Cass, FN Edith, FN 
 Cass! FN poulette! NNE 
 Cass, FN    
 Cass!!!! FN    
 Cass! FN    
 Caroline!!! FN    
 ma Cass! pFN    
 Cass! FN    
 Cass! FN    
 Caroline FN    
 Caroline!!!! FN    
Vocatives 25  16  
Wall Posts 43  18  
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Conversation Yann LeRoy  Code Serge Fournier Code 
 Serge! FN vieux crooner, aNNE 
 ma poule!  pNNE poulette! NNE 
 ma poule pNNE    
Vocatives 3  2  
Wall Posts 7  8  
     
Conversation Martine Capal Code Alfonse Bonnet Code 
 Alfonse ! FN caporal SNm 
    mc PNm 
Vocatives 1  2  
Wall Posts 10  11  
     
Conversation Martine Capal Code Martin Desmarais Code 
 ma dwij! pNNE poulette NNE 
 edGiwe NNE Edwige! NNE 
 
poulette,  
édo édo 
NNE 
NNE très chère oefienne 
 
aNNE 
 mon Ed  pNNE    
 dude NNF    
 Edwige, NNE    
 Feuillère!! NNE    
Vocatives 8  3  
Wall Posts 32  23  
     
Conversation Mario Mitkovic  Code Nicolas Bugeron Code 
 
espèce de petit enculé de 
merde 
 
NNIa mon petit gars! 
 
paNNE 
 connard! NNI pauvre con aNNI 
 bubu SNm Mario ! FN 
 enculé :) NNI vielle merde. aNNI 
 Bubu  SNm grand! … grand NNF 
 Nicolas FN yougo de merde!  NNIa 
 Nicolas FN mec! NNF 
Vocatives 7  8  
Wall Posts 13  16  
     
Conversation Renée Roux Code Armandine Romani Code 
 chere amie virtuelle aNNE    
Vocatives 1  0  
Wall Posts 1  1  
     
Conversation Renée Roux Code Emily Blanc Code 
 Schtroumpfette!!!! NNE Ma petite sciouuuu paNNE 
 schtroumpfette! NNE    
 
ma tite schtroumpfette 
toute bleue!!! 
paNNE 
  
 
 emiliee!!! FN    
Vocatives 4  1  
Wall Posts 19  18  
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Conversation Renée Roux Code Véronique Follet Code 
 miss!!! NNE ma rock star!!! pNNE 
 miss!! NNE    
Vocatives 2  1  
Wall Posts 5  3  
     
Conversation Jacopo Carlucci Code Thibaut Pomeroy Code 
 tonton? 
 
NNF 
tonton  
petit ours! 
NNF 
aNNE 
 Tonton NNF tonton!! NNF 
 Tonton... NNF Tonton NNF 
 Tonton NNF Doyen NND 
 Tonton 
 
NNF 
Mon beau Doyen 
Rois des Tontons 
paNND 
NND 
 
Tonton 
lover 
NNF 
NNE 
tonton  
mon Doyen!!! 
NNF 
pNND 
 Tonton NNF tonton!!! NNF 
 Tonton NNF tonton NNF 
 Tonton NNF tonton NNF 
 Tonton NNF tonton NNF 
 
Tonton   
lover! 
NNF 
NNE gros sac de tessinois 
 
aNNI 
 
tonton!   
tonton 
NNF 
NNF   
 
 TONTON NNF    
 Tonton NNF    
 tonton NNF    
 tonton NNF    
 tonton NNF   
 tonton NNF    
 tonton NNF    
 tonton NNF    
 vieille pive aNNI    
 vieille pive! aNNI    
Vocatives 24  14  
Wall Posts 28  14  
     
Conversation Bugeron Nicolas Code Patrick Maigny Code 
 bayby NNE l'ami! NNE 
 mon vieux! pNNF l'ami!  NNE 
 Pat Pat! FNm la star du rasoir! NNE 
Vocatives 3  3  
Wall Posts 6  5  
     
     
Conversation Pauline Chevalier Code Claude Devallais Code 
 chibre partner aNN    
 boy NNE    
Vocatives 2  0  
Wall Posts 13  9  
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Conversation Aurélie Weber Code Renée Roux Code 
 bella! NNE ma schlampel!!!!! pNNI 
 ma belle pNNE    
Vocatives 2  1  
Wall Posts 5  3  
     
Conversation 
Romaine Cheney de 
Grave 
 
Code Christine Garnier 
 
Code 
 miss! NNE romy!! FNm 
    ma ptite romy... paFNm 
    romy!! FNm 
    my friend.... pNNE 
Vocatives 1  4  
Wall Posts 3  8  
     
Conversation Daniel Pierpont Code Arthur Gelato Code 
Vocatives 0  0  
Wall Posts 4  2  
     
Conversation Thibaut Pomeroy Code Claude Devallais Code 
 grand type aNNF chef! NND 
Vocatives 1  1  
Wall Posts 1  1  
     
Conversation Martine Capal  Mélodie d'Or  
 lady, NND petite Martine aFN 
 fillette, NNE    
 docteur. NND    
 docteur? NND    
 lady, NND    
 
évangéliste de chez le sous 
sol 
NND 
  
 
 lady, NND    
 mélodie FN    
 lady? NND    
Vocatives 9  1  
Wall Posts 24  13  
     
Conversation Odette Grunwald Code Fiona Dohner Code 
 ma belle! pNNE ma belle pNNE 
 ma belle!! pNNE ma belle pNNE 
    ma belle, pNNE 
    choupinette! NNE 
    ma belle, pNNE 
    ma belle pNNE 
Vocatives 2  6  
Wall Posts 13  18  
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USYD 
Conversation Tanya Doolie  Code Jane Philipson Code 
 Jane, FN baby, NNE 
 jane FN dude! NNF 
 you silly bugger. aNNI matey, NNF 
 honey. NNE dude... NNF 
 Jane! FN Taz, FNm 
 Jane FN Taz, FNm 
 Jane FN dude, NNF 
 my little bee, paNNE bud, NNF 
 jane! FN you! NNE 
    Ms. T. Doolie aPN 
    Roomie! NNE 
    Taz! FNm 
    Taz, FNm 
Vocatives 9  13  
Wall Posts 40  32  
     
Conversation Andy Walker Code Tim P. Davidson Code 
 Anthropologist.:P NND andy, FN 
 Dude, NNF Andy! FN 
 dude.  NNF sugar plum? NNE 
 man. NNF andy! FN 
 man. NNF dude, NNF 
 Dude, NNF man, NNF 
 man! 
 
NNF 
andy! 
m'boy 
FN 
pNNE 
 man, NNF mr walker! aSN 
 smokes. NNF andy! FN 
 bitchcakes. NNIE good sir! aNND 
 man. NNF man.  NNF 
 man. 
 
NNF 
andy, 
man? 
FN 
NNF 
 honey. NNE andy! FN 
 nigha. NNI dude NNF 
 bitchcakes? NNIE Andy, FN 
 Man, NNF Andy,  FN 
    Andy, FN 
    Andy! FN 
    andy,  FN 
    man, NNF 
    man, NNF 
    andy, FN 
    Andy! FN 
    andy,  FN 
   
 Andy, 
andy, 
FN 
FN 
    ANDY! FN 
    man, NNF 
    Andy! FN 
    andy, FN 
    Andy! FN 
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    Mr Walker! aSN 
    Andy! FN 
    Mr Walker! aSN 
    Andy! FN 
    Andy! FN 
    Andy! FN 
    man, NNF 
    Mr walker! aSN 
    Andy, FN 
    Andy! FN 
    Andy! FN 
    man, NNF 
    Andy, FN 
    Andy! FN 
    man, NNF 
Vocatives 16  48  
Wall Posts 69  85  
     
Conversation Alicia Waldorf Code Nicholas D. Williams Code 
 NICHOLAS. FN Alicia. FN 
Vocatives 1  1  
Wall Posts 5  7  
     
Conversation Alicia Waldorf Code Nate McDougal  Code 
 Nate! FN ALICIA... FN 
Vocatives 1  1  
Wall Posts 2  2  
     
Conversation Belle Toledo Code Michael Valiant Code 
 micky-v FNmSNm    
 michael. FN    
 micky v FNmSNm    
Vocatives 3  0  
Wall Posts 4  1  
     
Conversation Eliza Notting  Code Emily M. Firth Code 
 flem.  FNm Eliza Francesca Notting. FNMNSN 
 collegio NNF toot. NNE 
 Emily, FN toot. NNE 
 
Emily, Emilou, Emilie.  
The apple of my eye 
FNm 
NNE toot. 
 
NNE 
 Emily my dear, FNpNNE toot? NNE 
 snot face. NNI toot, NNE 
 flem-features, FNm lizzy..... FNm 
 Em, FNm toot, NNE 
 
Flemdog 
kiddo? 
FNm 
NNF honey! 
 
NNE 
Vocatives 11  9  
Wall Posts 13  33  
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Conversation Janice Carter Code Rebecca Tan Code 
 Chewbecca. FNm Jan Solo. FNm 
 man NNF roomie!!!!! NNE 
 bec- FNm    
 rebecca  FN    
 bec- FNm    
 BEC! FNm    
 bec! FNm    
Vocatives 7  2  
Wall Posts 16  13  
     
Conversation Philip J. Reimer Code Manuela Nott Code 
 mannii... FNm you there NNE 
 
lovely lady.  
dearie 
aNNE 
NNE darling 
 
NNE 
 biatch! 
NNI you …  
lovely 
NNE 
NNE 
 missy...  NNE my dear, pNNE 
 harpee...  NNI ma puce pNNE 
 you goose. 
NNI you!  
lovely 
NNE 
NNE 
 Manman, FNm darling boy aNNE 
    my dear boy, paNNE 
    doll, NNE 
    my chicken pNNE 
    you NNE 
    you... NNE 
    my lovely pNNE 
   
 Darling,  
punk? 
NNE 
NNI 
    chicken! NNE 
   
 you darling internet 
geek who lives his life 
vicarously through the 
internet! 
 
NNE 
    you nerd! NNI 
    You! NNE 
      
    my litte ray of sunshine paNNE 
Vocatives 6  23  
Wall Posts 31  38  
     
Conversation Kat Lane Code Codie Patrick  Code 
 bitch! NNI man, NNF 
 girl. NNE sexy lady. aNNE 
 baby girl! aNNE fuckos. NNI 
 baby. NNE babycakes, NNE 
 bitch 
NNI dude.  
man!!! 
NNF 
NNF 
 bitch. NNI sassy black maid. aaNNE 
 my sweet pNNE lady friend. aNNE 
 my soon-to-be-bride. pNNE my love! pNNE 
    wifey NNE 
    my friend. pNNE 
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    dude... NNF 
    lovely! NNE 
    j-ho NNI 
    hobo!  NNI 
    hobag! NNI 
    lover  NNE 
    wife, NNE 
    lovely! NNE 
    kat.  FN 
    dude. NNF 
    my dear! pNNE 
    dude, NNF 
    young lady! aNNE 
    hobag,  NNI 
    hobag, NNI 
    asswipe!!! NNI 
    pookims, NNE 
    pookie. NNE 
    kat, FN 
    pookie NNE 
    hosisters NNI 
    pookie. NNE 
    you hobo! NNI 
    hobag.  NNI 
Vocatives 8  35  
Wall Posts 80  123  
     
Conversation Laura P. Harvey Code Nicholas D. Williams  Code 
 lucky bugger aNNI kiddo. NNF 
Vocatives 1  1  
Wall Posts 15  21  
     
Conversation Lulu Kleins Code Tim P. Davidson  Code 
 tim!  FN Lulu!!! FN 
 Tim! FN lulu! FN 
 Tim! FN Lulu, FN 
 Tim! FN Lulu!  FN 
 Tim!  FN Lulu! FN 
Vocatives 5  5  
Wall Posts 9  5  
     
Conversation Mara Lonsdale  Code Nicholas D. Williams Code 
 sir. NND Madam Treasurer! NND 
 Nick FN    
Vocatives 2  1  
Wall Posts 12  10  
     
Conversation Susan King Code Michael Valiant Code 
 man, NNF SUSAN! FN 
Vocatives 1  1  
Wall Posts 4  2  
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Conversation Philip J. Reimer Code Campbell Drover Code 
 droves... SNm PHILIP!!! FN 
    philius FNm 
    reim SNm 
    phil FNm 
Vocatives 1  4  
Wall Posts 2  8  
     
Conversation Sally Quagmire Code Vivienne Hogan Code 
 love, NNE darling. NNE 
 v bags! FNm    
 love!! NNE    
 viv! FNm    
 muffin love. NNE    
Vocatives 5  1  
Wall Posts 10  11  
     
Conversation Thom Kandinsky Code Rajesh Patel Code 
 rajesh, FN Thom thom,  FNm 
 rajesh, FN TKan! PNm 
 Rajesh, FN Thom,  FN 
    Thom? FN 
    Thom? FN 
    Thom K! PNm 
    Thom! FN 
Vocatives 3  7  
Wall Posts 10  14  
     
Conversation Hannah Hardy Code Bassam Sabbagh Code 
 little cutie pie aNNE beautiful, NNE 
 little darling, aNNE Al. NNE 
 lovely, NNE judge. NND 
 lovely boy aNNE    
 bassi! FNm    
 boy, NNE    
 boy!  NNE    
 idol! NND    
Vocatives 8  3  
Wall Posts 19  8  
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C. Vocative Translations  
ami(e)  friend e.g. mon ami, chere amie virtuelle, l'ami! 
bella   beautiful (Italian) 
belle   beautiful e.g. ma belle 
caporal corporal, boss 
cara mia  my dear (Italian) 
chaton  kitten 
chef  chief 
cher/chère dear 
chéri   darling, dear e.g. mon chéri 
chica  girl (Spanish) 
choupi(nette) (little) cupcake 
cocotte  chicken 
con(nnard) bastard, silly fucker e.g. sale con, pauvre con, CONNARD! 
couz  derivative of cousin [?] 
doyen  Dean e.g. Mon beau Doyen 
docteur doctor 
déchet de la société scum of society 
enculé  homosexual, faggot, queer e.g. enculé de merde 
espèce de reinforces an insult e.g. espèce de petit enculé de merde 
évangéliste de chez le sous sol  evangeliste of the basement 
fillette  little girl 
frangine sister 
frérot  little brother e.g. mon frérot 
gars  boy e.g. mon gars 
gipsy  gypsy e.g. Lieber sale gipsy de merde 
gitan  gypsy e.g. sale gitan 
grand(e) big guy / girl e.g. grand, ma grande 
gros  old man, fat lump e.g. mon gros 
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gros sac de tessinois big bag of Ticino (Ticino is the Italian speaking part of Switzerland) 
homme man e.g. mon homme 
ivrogne drunkard e.g. ivrogne de merde 
kram  rubbush (German) 
mec  man  
marrant funny boy e.g. P’tit marrant 
merde  shit e.g. vielle merde; also reinforces an insult e.g. yougo de merde 
ours  bear e.g. petit ours  
pauvre  poor e.g. pauvre con 
pd  short for pédé or pédéraste/pédoque homosexual  
petit(e) small 
pote  friend, mate e.g. mon pote 
poule(tte) (little) chicken e.g. ma poule 
poussinette little chickabiddy (diminutive of poussin) 
puce  pet, darling e.g ma puce 
putain  whore, prostitute e.g. sale pute droguée de merde 
pute  see putain 
ramasseur de poubelle garbage collecter e.g. vieux ramasseur de poubelle 
sac à foutre condom, cumbag  
sale  dirty e.g. sale con 
schlampe bitch (German) 
Schtroumpf(ette) Smurf(ette) 
star du rasoir shaving star  
soeur  sister e.g. petite soeur 
Tchif  chief 
type  guy e.g. grand type  
vieux  old guy e.g. mon vieux 
vinasse cheap wine, goon 
yougo  Yugoslav e.g. yougo de merde 
